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ABSTRACT 

Application of nanoparticles in downhole detection 

by 

Lu Wang 

 The revolution of nanotechnology leads to the increasing application of 

nanoparticles in many industry fields. Nanoparticles, due to the small size, are supposed 

to transport through subsurface formation without breaking rock structure and thus have 

received tremendous attention1-12. Nanoparticles also have many unique physical, 

chemical and optical properties, which are not found in bulk samples with the same 

chemical composition. Such nanoparticles, therefore, may be attractive as candidates to 

detect the chemical and physical properties underground, by directly interact with the 

important targets.  

Because of the increasing energy demands, it becomes more desirable to develop 

new technology to detect the downhole conditions. In this paper, nanoparticles possessing 

functionalized carbon black cores and treated polyvinyl alcohol addends was designed as 

carrier to deliver probe molecules into the reservoir. When applied in the aqueous 

environment, nanoparticles tend to interact with the rock surface, which may affect the 

mobility and stability of the nanoparticles. Deposition of nanoparticles will remove the 

nanoparticles from the aqueous environment, and therefore understanding the fate and 

transport of nanoparticles is vitally important for determination of further application 

strategy. The stability and transport behavior were tested under high temperature, high 

salinity conditions through a variety of rock formations.  
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A non-radioactive probe molecule, which can be easily detected by mass 

spectrometry, triphenolamine (TPA), was attached to the nanoparticles surface. When the 

nanoparticles passed through columns packing with different oil saturation ground rocks, 

the probe molecules, THA, was selectively released from nanoparticles. This study 

simulates detection and quantitative analysis of the hydrocarbon content in downhole 

rock formations, which is vitally needed for oilfield. This technology also shows the 

potential to be used for DNAPL detection in ground water remediation field.  

Crude oil is classified as “sour” when it contains total sulfur content greater than 

0.5%. Among these sulfur species, H2S is the one of main impurities in sour crude. The 

sour crude is toxic and corrosive to the materials of construction in pipelines and other 

holding and transportation vessels. Since the sulfur amount in a sample of crude depends 

on where it was found, if the concentration of the sulfur species in the subsurface could 

be accurately monitored, then geologists might be able to evaluate the quality of the 

crude before large scale extraction ensues. A H2S-sensitive molecule was selected to be 

attached to nanoparticles surface and the detection ability of H2S concentration was tested. 

The experimental results show that the fluorescent enhancement of the H2S-sensitive 

addends correlates to the H2S content.   
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Problem Statement  

During the past 40 years, the number of oil reservoirs, where various enhanced oil 

recovery (EOR) methods have been applied to produce crude oil, increases rapidly13. According 

to the survey conducted by Oil & Gas journal, crude oil produced in the U.S by EOR method 

was more than 0.6 million barrels per day in 2008 and that will increase to 3 to 3.6 million 

barrels per day in 2030 based on the study of Advanced Resources International (Figure 1.1)14.  

During the design stage of EOR process, assessment of various EOR methods replies on an 

accurate estimation of spatial distribution and amount of the residual oil. Residual oil saturation 

is also extremely important to determine the economic viability of a proposed EOR operation.   

Although volumetric methods, materials balance methods and production decline 

methods can provide useful information on the reservoir characterization, based on detailed 

history of this field as well as information of other fields with similar rock properties and fluid 

characteristics, the variation of predictions is high, due to limited historical records and diverse 

reservoir characteristics15-17. Seismic reflection can also provide promising information of 

reservoir substructure, however, the expense of detection is high and noise might highly affect 

the accuracy of data18. Partitioning interwell tracer tests (PITT) have been successfully applied 

for predicting the distribution and concentration of non-aqueous phase liquid contaminants in the 

subsurface19-21.More recently PITT have also been used to estimate the identification of residual 

oil22-23 and is demonstrated to yield good resolution on reservoir characterization24-25. For the 

PITT method, a suite of tracers, including conservative and partitioning tracers, are pumped into 

the oil reservoir through injection wells and recovered at observation wells. Partition tracers, 
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soluble in both water and oil phase, will be affected by both the chromatographic effect provided 

by stationary oil phase and reservoir permeability, while conservative tracers are supposed not to 

interact with the oil phase in the reservoir; therefore the transport of conservative tracers would 

only depend on the reservoir fluid flow path. When PITT are conducted at multiple wells, the 

vertically and horizontally overlapped data can provide the residual oil saturation as well as 3-D 

reservoir characterization, which has been proven in a real oil field26.  

 

Figure 1.1 Oil production from three broad categories of EOR processes and total EOR procution 

(copy from Association for the Study of Peak Oil & Gas USA14) 

However, PITT may cause potential environmental issues because of the large amount of 

tracers released into oil field. According to the records for applying PITT in real oil field, the 

injection fluids need to contain at least 1% by volume of partitioning tracers to ensure that 

concentration is above the detection limit  in the observation well26-27. If the transport behavior of 

tracers can be enhanced, the amount of tracers injected in the production well can be reduced 

significantly, which might decrease the potential risks to the environment. It has been observed 

that nanoparticles may sequester the hydrophobic molecules and enhance their transport behavior 

by carrying them within the macro-pores of nanoparticles28-29. Our basic idea is to use 
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hydrophilic nanoparticles carrying hydrophobic compounds through porous media and 

selectively releasing the hydrophobic molecule when oil phase is encountered.  

Nanoparticles are good candidates for hydrophobic tag delivery; they should not only be 

stable in the environment of oil field but also have high affinity for hydrophobic tag. 

Nanomaterials, which have a much larger surface area relative to traditional materials, provide a 

tremendous potential for other molecules sorption30-31. Carbon black was also reported to exhibit 

high affinity and high adsorption capacity for hydrophobic molecules32-34. Therefore the use of 

carbon-based nanoparticles as carrier for hydrophobic cargo delivery might satisfy the demands 

of oil detection. Carbon black, is commercially available and not toxic for environment, making 

it most attractive. However nanoparticles might have significantly different transport behavior in 

porous media as a result of their more rigid structures35. The design of carbon-based 

nanoparticles (NPs) with good subsurface transport behavior is an ongoing challenge. For 

example, water-dispersible aggregates of C60 fullerenes can flow through sand samples and glass 

beads, but the breakthrough of the fullerenes is very low at early pore volumes and gradually 

increases over time35-36. One possible method to enhance the stability of the nanoparticles was to 

choose appropriately sized molecular weight polymers for functionalization, rendering the OCB 

enough steric stabilization thereby keeping them stable at harsh oil field conditions. Single-

walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs), wrapped by a surfactant or bound with humic acid, have 

been proved to improve their mobility in porous media37. Furthermore, the polyvinyl alcohol-

modified OCB (PVA-OCB) NPs demonstrated the best breakthrough efficiency and stability in 

seawater38. Unfortunately, PVA-OCB NPs still suffered from thermal stability problems, such as 

forming agglomeration in seawater at higher temperatures, and also demonstrated poor 

breakthrough efficiency in certain positive charged porous media such as dolomite and calcite 
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rocks38. Therefore, designing alternative NPs that can simultaneously endure high temperature 

and high salinity is an important goal. 

One option to solve the mobility problem in positive charge porous media is to use more 

neutral NP cores. A nanoparticle with neutral core exhibits decreasing electrostatic attraction 

between nanoparticles and porous media when moving through opposite charged rocks. Another 

way to enhance the breakthrough behavior is to use the ionic polymer or surfactant to 

functionalize nanoparticles instead of non-ionic ones, because ionic surfactants are not as 

temperature sensitive as non-ionic surfactants39. If more neutral cores and ionic-polymers coating 

are demonstrated to effectively solve the stability problem of nanoparticles in harsh environment, 

the finding can also be used in downhole oil detection, enhanced oil recovery and environmental 

remediation of organic-contaminated land. 

Amphiphilic nanoparticle-THA complexes should have similar function as the tracers in 

PITT method. The nanoparticle complex may represent a significant enhancement relative to 

tracers, because of the good transport behavior of sPVA-fCB in high salinity solution29. In this 

study we choose the sensor molecule diphenylamine (TPA), because TPA has larger acid 

dissociation constant and thus remains neutral in most oilfield conditions40. In this paper, we 

further study the applicability of nanoparticles-TPA complexes to assess the residual oil content 

in the column studies. The correlation between TPA concentration in the effluent solution and 

residual oil saturation is simulated by a numerical models, which makes it possible to detect the 

subsurface oil content based on the TPA return profile. The effects of flow rate and retention 

time on TPA partition have also been studied. 
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1.2 Research Objectives and Summary of Approach 

The objective of this research was to use nanoparticles to sense and record the local 

environment, such as oil content and H2S concentration.   The applications require long-distance 

transport of nanoparticles, such as from an injection well to a production well. Therefore, it is 

important to understand nanoparticle mobility for further utilization of nanoparticles. The first 

part of this study focuses on minimizing the affinity between nanoparticles and rock surface. To 

optimize transport behavior of nanoparticles, it is necessary to understand the mechanisms for 

nanoparticle retention in reservoir rocks and to build a valid model for nanoparticle propagation 

in porous media. Although a large number of nanoparticles transport models have been proposed 

and utilized, the experimental conditions of these studies are relatively simple, such as one or 

two kinds of salt ions in the solution, low electrolyte concentration, and pure quartz sand packed 

columns35-36, 41-42. However, an oil reservoir is a complex system, where the environmental 

conditions are high salinity, high temperature and high pressure and the porous media is usually 

heterogeneous. Moreover, two phases--oil and water--always coexist in the system. The transport 

of nanoparticles in the presence of two phases has been studied by many researchers43-45. Theses 

authors found that some nanoparticles adsorbed at oil/water or water/air interface, which 

demonstrated besides deposition on rock surface, adsorption at the interfaces is another 

destination of nanoparticles when flowing through oil field formations. Transport of 

nanoparticles therefore is more complicated than in the water saturated column. The main 

objectives of nanoparticle transport include: 

 Carry out transport experiments in different conditions, such as various 

temperatures, different salinity, different flow rates, and different rock formations. 
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Study how different experimental conditions affect the breakthrough of 

nanoparticles. 

 Investigate nanoparticle transport mechanisms via interaction analysis between 

nanoparticles and rock surface 

 Build and evaluate mathematical models for nanoparticles retention in porous 

media. Deterimne the parameters of the numerical models and analyze the 

meaning of each parameter. 

 Identify the critical factors which control nanoparticle retention during transport. 

 Extend the application of the models to field scale.  

The second part of this study is to use the stable nanoparticles for residual oil detection. 

The objectives of this stage are: 

 Select proper organic molecule(s) as tag molecule(s). The tag molecule should not 

have too high or too low hydrophobicity. The release amount of tag molecule 

should change with different oil contents and be easily detected by analytically. 

 Study the correlation between release amount of tag molecules and oil content in 

the columns. This part of experiments will provide enough data for further 

modeling work. 

 Build mathematical models to simulate the concentration of tag molecules at 

different depth and in different oil content columns 

 Estimate the residual oil content based on the suitable model and tag release 

amount. 

For transport experiments, ground rock packed columns are applied as porous media and 

syringe pumps are used to inject nanoparticles solution into the columns. A solid core flooding 
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apparatus will be used to further simulate real oil field conditions. The effluent solution is 

collected analyzed. For example, UV-spectrophotometer for nanoparticle concentration, 

electrospray ionization-mass spectrometry (ESI-MS) for triheptylamine tag and scintillation 

counter for radioactive-labeling triphenylamine molecules.    
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2 BACKGROUNG AND LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Nanoparticles Transport 

Nanoparticle, based on the definition of British Standards Institution 46, is the materials 

with at least one  under 100 nm. Compared to the rock pore size, which is about several 

micrometers47, nanoparticles are supposed to transport through rock formations without 

damaging the pore structure. However, due to the larger surface area relative to traditional 

materials, nanopartilces are found to have relatively low mobility in the subsurface48-49. 

Thus the mobility and stability of nanomaterials are expected to control their applications in 

industry and impacts on the environment. Many factors may impact the transport behavior of 

nanomaterials, including physiochemical property of nanomaterials, solution chemistry (e.g., pH, 

ionic strength and electrolyte composition), hydrodynamic conditons and properties of porous 

media50. This section will give background information on transport and nanoparticles transport 

in porous media to provide a better understanding of nanoparticles breakthrough.  

2.1.1 Definition of Advection and Dispersion 

There are two types of transport phenomena existing in natural systems: transport by 

random motion and transport by directed motion. Typical examples of random motion and 

direction motion are dispersion and advection in water current, respectively.  

Based on the definition of Swarzenbach et. al, random motion is “the movement of an 

individual portion of the medium cannot be described deterministically” 51. However the average 

effect can be described by macroscopic laws and statistical methods. Two mathematical methods 

describe transport process of random motion: the mass transfer model and the gradient-flux 
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model. The mass transfer model relates the net flux to the difference in occupation numbers 

between two adjacent subsystems, A and B. The mass transfer is   

 
 A/B A/B B AF v C C  

 (2-1) 

Where 
A/BF  is the flux (ML-2T-1), 

A/Bv  is the speed with which mass is moved from subsystem A 

to Subsystem B (LT-1), 
AC  is the concentration in subsystem A (ML-3) and 

BC  is the 

concentration in subsystem B (ML-3).  

Unlike mass transfer model, which assumes the existing of two subsystems, the gradient-

flux model assumes the infinite small distance between subsystem A and B. one typical example 

of the gradient flux model is Fick’s first law, which connects the flux of a chemical to its 

concentration gradient and to diffusion coefficient: 

 
x

dC
F D

dx
 

 (2-2) 

Where F  is the mass flux per unit area per unit time (ML-2T-1), D  is hydrodynamic dispersion 

coefficient (L2T-1) and 
dC

dx
 is the spatial gradient of C along the x-axis (ML-4). Hydrodynamic 

dispersion D is calculated based on the framework of a random walk model.  

 e LD D v 
 (2-3) 

Where v  is flow velocity (LT-1), 
eD is the effective diffusion coefficient (L2T-1) and 

L is the 

dispersivity (L). 

Advection is another type of transport process, by which chemicals are transported due to 

the motion of the bulk flowing fluid52. Fick’s first law can also be used to express convective 

transport: 

 
advF vC

 (2-4) 
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where 
advF  is the convective flux (ML-2T-1), v  is the convective velocity (LT-1) and C is the 

concentration of chemical (ML-3).  The direction of advection is determined by the direction of 

convective velocity, whereas the direction of diffusive flux is determined by the concentration 

gradient.  

The total flux is the combination of convective and dispersive flux to get the advection-

dispersion coefficient along x-axis: 

 

2

2

C C C
D v

t x x

  
 

    (2-5) 

Where t is the time (T), D  is the dispersion coefficient (L2T-1) and does not vary in space, v  is 

uniform and steady in a homogenous medium. 

2.1.2 Boundary conditions  

The boundary condition in column can be simplified as a flat boundary, which means the 

dispersion is from a surface with a fixed boundary concentration into a semi-infinite space. It is 

assumed that the surface of system A (such as column) is connected to a very large system B and 

the concentration of selected compound 
0

BC , which is different from that in system A, 
0

AC  keeps 

at the constant value at the boundary because of the sufficient mixing in system B. The 

concentration in A is adjusted to zero in order to study the difference of concentrations in the two 

systems (Figure 2.1b). The boundary conditions are  

 
   * 0

A A AC x, t C x, t C 
 (2-6) 

 
* 0 0

B B AC C C 
 (2-7) 

 
 *

AC x 0, t 0 0  
 (2-8) 
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Where 
0

AC is the initial concentration in system A (ML-3), x  is the distance along x axis (L), t  is 

the time (T),  AC x, t  is the concentration in system A at distance x and time t (ML-3), 
0

BC and is 

the initial concentration of system B (ML-3). The lower boundary condition for a semi-infinite 

system is 

 
 AC

, t finite
x


 

  (2-9) 

But for a finite system of length L (such as column in the experiment), the lower boundary 

condition is  

 
 AC
L, t 0

x




  (2-10) 

Based on the above boundary conditions, the solution to 1-D advection-dispersion 

equation is  

 

 * *

A B

1 x vt 1 vx x vt
C x, t C erfc exp erfc

2 2 D2 Dt 2 Dt

      
       

       (2-11) 
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Figure 2.1 Dispersion at a concentration jump between area A and by redefining the 

concentration in A and B,
* 0

A A AC C C  ; 
* 0

B B AC C C  ,every situation can be reduced to the 

special case with 
0

AC 0 .(a)to (c):concentration in B is kept constant at 
0

BC (copy from 

Schwarzenbach et al 51) 

2.1.3 Transport of Particles in Porous Media 

McDowell-Boyer et al.53 proposed three mechanisms for particles transport: surface 

filtration, straining and physical-chemical filtration. When particles size is comparable to or 

larger than porous media grain, particles will form a filter cake at the porous media surface. The 

permeability of the medium will reduce significantly for surface filtration. If particles sizes are 

not much smaller than the medium grain, straining is the main mechanism to move particles from 

solution at small pore throats. The change of permeability of the medium is less than that of 

surface filtration. When the particles size is several orders of magnitude smaller than the medium 

grains, particles will be retained by physical-chemical filtration, which means the interaction 

between particles and medium grain is the dominant driving force. Because retained particles 

will not block pore throat and thus the reduction of permeability is negligible54. The physical-

chemical filtration is also named as attachment in some papers55. Bradford et al. have 
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systematically studied how attachment and straining affect colloidal transport in soil column. 

The results demonstrate both attachment and straining are responsible for removal of colloids 

with size ranging from 0.45 to 3.2 μm. When colloids size becomes less, the attachment will 

become more dominant. If the diameter of colloids is about two orders magnitude smaller than 

grains size, only physical-chemical filtration is responsible for removal during transport process. 

The interaction between nanoparticles and medium grains will determine retention during 

transport. It is important to understand the interactions between colloids and grains surface to 

study the retention of nanoparticles in different porous media.  

   

Figure 2.2 Three filtration mechanisms of nanoparticles transport in porous media (coped from 

McDowell-Boyer et al.53) 

2.1.4 Clean-bed Filtration Theory  

Let’s start the study with considering a single spherical rock grain in a flowing 

suspension unaffected by its neighbors. The single rock grain is the collector and flow direction 

is the same as that of gravity. There are three main transport mechanisms explaining how a 

suspended particle contacts with a collector56, shown in Figure 2.1. Interception is a suspended 

particle moving along the streamline flow and contacting with the collector due to the larger size 

of suspended particles. Sedimentation is the process that a suspended particle follows a different 
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path under the effect of gravitational force, when the density of the suspended particle is larger 

the fluid. The path of the particle is determined by the buoyant weight of particle and the fluid 

drag force on the particle, diffusion is dominant, when a particle in suspension is small enough 

and is subject to random contact with collector. Nanoparticles are controlled under Brownian 

diffusion in the porous media because of the small size. Peclet number is used to determine the 

relative importance of Brownian motion and sedimentation57.  

 

4

B

2 gr
Pe

3k T




 (2-12) 

where  is the density difference between nanoparticles and solution (ML-3), g is the 

acceleration due to gravity (LT-2) and r is radius of the nanoparticle (L). When Pe 1, Brownian 

motion dominates, while when Pe 1, aggregation is sedimentation dominates. 
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Figure 2.3 Filtration mechanisms in porous media (copied from Yao et al.58) 

Clean bed collector efficiency of a collector is defined as the ratio of the rate at which 

particles flow to the collector surface to the rate at which particles suspended in the solution. 

 

0 2

W

d
vC

4

 
 

 
   (2-13) 

where W is the rate of particles transferred to the surface of a single spherical collector (MT-1), v  

is the fluid velocity (LT-1), C is the initial particle concentration (ML-3) and d  is the diameter of 

the collector (L). The concentration gradient can be expressed by the clean bed collector 

efficiency in a packed column system, which is the classic filtration theory. 

 

 
0

1dC 3
C

dL 2 d


  

 (2-14) 
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where  is the porosity of column, L is the length of column (L), d is the grain diameter (L)  and 

 is the attachment efficiency.  

The attachment efficiency is the ratio of particle flux attaching to the collector surface 

versus the particle flux traveling to the collector surface. The attachment efficiency is function of 

interactions between particle and collector, such as electrical double layer interactions, van der 

Waals interactions, steric interactions, hydration forces and hydrophobicity. If there are no 

energy barriers for particles deposition, the attachment efficiency is 1.The attachment efficiency 

can be obtained by column studies by fitting the breakthrough profile.  

 
 

exp

0 0

2d C
ln

3 1 L C

 
    

     (2-15) 

where d is the diameter of the collector(L),  is the porosity of the porous media, which is a 

constant for a specific column, L  is the length of column (L), C  is the effluent concentration of 

particles(ML-3), 
0C is the initial concentration and  is the clean bed collector efficiency(ML-3).  

The clean bed collector efficiency is a function of physical parameters on the kinetics of 

particle deposition and is a function of Darcy velocity, porosity, grain size, particle size, 

temperature and many other factors. Estimation of clean bead efficiency for nanosized particles 

has been validated based on some empirical equations, such as Yao et al58 or Tufenkji et al 59. 

While the attachment efficiency expresses the interaction between particle and grain, which is a 

function of pH, ionic strength, solution chemistry, and the surface chemistry of particles and 

collectors58, 60-61. 

2.1.5 DLVO Theory  

The interactions between nanoparticles and surface grains determine the attachment 

efficiency (α) during transport of nanoparticles. The electrostatic repulsion and van der Waals 
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attraction are two most familiar kinds of colloidal interactions, which form the basis of 

traditional Derjaguin-Landau-Verwey-Overbeek (DLVO) theory62-64. The model that two 

charged surfaces approach each other in a liquid medium are chosen to simulate the interaction 

between nanoparticles or between nanoparticles and grain surface. Although sphere-sphere 

model or sphere-plate model is better to simulate nanoparticles deposition or aggregation, most 

of the expressions for sphere-sphere or sphere-plate are derived from plate-plate interaction65-67. 

On the other hand, analytical solution to Poisson-Boltzmann equation can only be solved in the 

case of two infinite parallel flat plates68-69. It is difficult to determine the analytical solution of 

the Poison-Boltzmann equation for a spherical particle interacting with an infinite flat plate68, 70-

71. Therefore, the plate-plate interaction needs to be studied first. 

2.1.5.1 Plate-plate interactions  

Electrostatic repulsion is derived from solution of Poison-Boltzmann equation72, which is 

used to calculate the ion distribution in solution.   

 

2 * i
0 r i i0

i B

Z e
e Z c exp

k T

  
       

 


 (2-16) 

Where 
0  is permittivity in vacuum, which is 8.854×10-12 Cm-1V-1, 

r  is relative permittivity, 

which is 78.5 for water at 298 K,  is the potential (ML2T-3I), e is proton charge, which is 

1.60×10-19
  C, iZ the ion valency, 

*

i0c  is the number concentration of ion species i in bulk 

solution, where  is zero (L-3), 
Bk  is the Boltzmann constant, which is 1.38×10-23 JK-1 and T  is 

the temperature (T). For infinite flat plates, the surface extends uniformly in the x and y 

directions and only variations in z direction are important.  

 

2
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dz k T
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The model that two charged surfaces approach each other in a liquid medium are chosen 

to simulate the interaction between nanoparticles or between nanoparticles and grain surface. 

Although sphere-sphere model or sphere-plate model is better to simulate nanoparticles 

deposition or aggregation, most of the expressions for sphere-sphere or sphere-plate are derived 

from plate-plate interaction65-67. Therefore the plate-plate interaction needs to be studied first. 

When two charged surfaces approach each other in a liquid, boundary conditions are related to 

the two charged surfaces. 

 

1

r o

d

dz


 

 
 at 1z

 (2-18) 
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dz


 

 
at 2z

 (2-19) 

Where 1z and 2z are the locations of the two charged surfaces (L) and 1 and 2 are the 

respective surface charge densities (ITL-2). When two surface approaching each other, the net 

force acting between the surfaces is given by the local osmotic pressure73, shown as Figure 2.3.  

 

   * *

osm osm B i 0 i0

i i

F d
0 bulk k T c z c

area dz

   
       

   
 

 (2-20) 

where osm is the osmotic pressure for solvent between the surfaces (MT-2L-1),  *

i 0c z is the 

number concentration of ion species i, when
d

0
dz


  (L-3)and 

*

i0c  is the number concentration of 

ion species i in bulk solution, where is zero (L-3).  The Based on Boltzmann distribution, the 

number concentration at any position 
*

ic  depends on the potential at this point.  

 

  0
i z* *

i 0 i0

B

Z e
c z c exp

k T

  
 
 
   (2-21) 
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To obtain an expression for the electrostatic repulsive force or interaction in the terms of known 

quantities, the solution to Poisson-Boltzmann equation is necessary. However, it is difficult to 

solve the Poison-Boltzmann equation because it is a nonlinear second order differential equation. 

 

Figure 2.4 Two interacting parallel negatively charged surfaces separated by a distance 2 1z z

( 2 1z z ) in an electrolyte solution experience a repulsive force when they are pushed together 

(adapted from Evans et al.73) 
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Figure 2.5 Schematic illustration of the charge distribution, the electrostatic potential  , and its 

derivative 
d

dz


 between two negatively charged surfaces of unequal surface charge densities, 

1 2   . When 0z z , the derivative is zero. The electrostatic force is obtained with

 0z  . 

A few assumptions are made to get the exact analytical solution of Poisson-Boltzmann 

equation. If a symmetric electrolyte solution was assumed, then Poison-Boltzmann equation is 

Z
1
 

Z
2
 

0 

Charge 
Distribution  

d

dz

 z
0
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2Zecd Ze
sinh

dz k T

  
  

     (2-22) 

Where Z  is valence of ions in symmetrical (Z-Z) electrolyte, 
*

0c is the number concentration of 

ions in bulk solution (L-3). Here Debye-Huckel parameter,  , which has the dimension of 

reciprocal length has been defined to evaluate electrostatic interaction. For Z-Z electrolyte 

solutions containing a number of dissolved salts,  is defined as: 

 

1
2 * 2 2

i0 i

r 0 B

2e c Z

k T

 
   

    (2-23) 

1 is defined as the thickness of double layer. High salinity will significantly reduce the double 

layer thickness. Based on the definition, the double layer thickness is 0.42 nm in synthetic 

seawater, the ionic strength of which is 0.53 M; whereas the value of double thickness is 962nm 

in pure water. If the surface potential is small ( 25 mV  ), Poison-Boltzmann equation can be 

further simplified. The linearized version of Poison-Boltzmann equation is  

 

2 2 *2
20

2

r 0 B

2Z e cd

dz k T


   

 
 (2-24) 

Hogg et al. showed an exact analytical solution of the linearized Posion-Boltzmann equation67. 

The analytical solution for the interaction energy per unit area between two infinite flate plates 

with constant surface potential is  

 
   

 
 R 2 20 r 1 2

1 2 2 2

1 2plate plate

V h 2
1 coth h cosech h

area 2


       
        
       (2-25) 
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Where RV is the electrostatic interaction energy between two infinite flat plates (ML2T-2), h is the 

distance between two plate (L), and 1  and 2  are the surface potentials of the two flat surfaces, 

respectively (ML2T-3I). 

An attractive force, which always exists between colloidal particles, is called the van der Waals 

force. This force is caused by spontaneous electrical and magnetic polarizations, arising a 

fluctuating electromagnetic field with the media and in the gap between them74.  The attractive 

interaction is calculated by the pairwise summation of all the relevant intermolecular interactions. 

The expression may be split into two parts: geometrical part and constant part, which is called 

Hamaker constant and only related to the properties of the medium and the interacting bodies. 

The van der Waals interaction for two plate with infinite thickness is  

 

A H

2

plate plate

V A

area 12 h


 
  

 
 (2-26) 

where AV is the van der Waals interaction between two infinite flat plates (ML2T-2), HA  is the 

Hamaker constant of the interacting media(ML2T-2) and h is the distance between the surfaces(L).   

2.1.5.2 Plate-sphere interactions  

Rigorous numerical methods are used to achieve the exact evaluation for interaction 

energy for plate-sphere interactions68, 70, 75. The other method to determine the interaction energy 

is approximation. Although the evaluations of the interaction energy obtained by approximations 

often result in misleading and anomalous, approximations are still practically important because 

they are simple, yet fairly accurate. Derjaguin’s approximation is a common used method to 

approximately estimate the interaction energy between two curved surfaces from the 

corresponding interaction energy per unit area between two infinite parallel flat plates73, 76.  
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The expression used to calculate interaction energy by Derjaguin’s approximation (DA) 

method is 65, 73 

 

   DA

plate sphere
D plate plate

V
V f r dh

area






 
  

 


 (2-27) 

where  DA

plate sphere
V


 is the interaction energy between a sphere and a infinite flat plate 

calculated by DA method (ML2T-2),  f r is the geometric factor of the curvature surface (L) and 

h is the distance between flat plate and one point at nanoparticles surface (L).  f r  is 2 r for a 

sphere of radius r interacting with infinite flat plate (shown in figure 2.5). Based on the analysis 

of above plate-plate interactions, application of DA method gives  

 
 

 
   DA 2 2

R 0 r p c 1 2plate sphere

1 exp h
V r 2 ln ln 1 exp 2 h

1 exp h

    
                     (2-28) 

 
 DA H

A plate sphere

A r
V

6D
 

 (2-29) 

Where 
DA

RV is the electrostatic repulsive interaction energy between an infinite flat plate and a 

sphere by using DA method (ML2T-2), 
DA

AV is the van der Waals attractive interaction energy 

between an infinite plate and a sphere by DA method (ML2T-2), h is the distance between plate 

and one point at nanoparticle surface(L), 1  and 2  are the surface potentials of the two 

surfaces, respectively (ML2T-3I) and HA  is the Hamaker constant of the interacting media 

(ML2T-2). Although the DA method serves as a convenient tool to determine both the van der 

Waals and electrostatic interactions, the application of the method is limited to large particles, for 

which the curvature effects are minimal76. Generally, this method is accurate for the case where 

the radii of curvature are substantially larger than the range of the interaction energy72, 76.  
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Figure 2.6 Schematic representation of a spherical nanoparticles of radius r interacting with an 

infinite flat plate. D is the distance of closest approach between the surfaces. h is the distance 

between flat plate and one point at nanoparticle surface. H is the distance O1O2, then the distance 

h of any point on curved surface PAQA’ is calculated by h H z   (adapted from Bhattacharjee 

and Elimelech77) 

Surface element integration (SEI) is other method to evaluate the interaction energy 

between a particle and an infinite flat plate. A particle interacts with an infinite flat plate, as 

shown in Figure 2.5. The coordinate system originates from the point O1, which is located in the 

center of the particle f and enclosed by the curved surface PAQA’. The xy plane of the 

coordinated system is parallel to the surface of the infinite flat plate, and the z axis points to the 

infinite flat plate. The equation of the spherical surface (shown in Figure 2.5) with the origin at 

O1 is  
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The distance between a differential area element and the flat plate is governed by the equation of 

the sphere. The interaction energy between the sphere and infinite plate is  

 

    z

plate sphere x y
plate plate

z

n eV
V H z dxdy

area n e




 
  

 
 

 (2-31) 

where dxdy is the projection of differential area element on xy plane. The sphere was 

decomposed into two hemispheres, PAQ and PA’Q. The interaction energy of the hemisphere 

PAQ with the infinite flat plate is calculated from  
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The overall interaction energy is the subtraction of the interaction of hemisphere PA’Q from the 

integral of PAQ as follows 

 plate sphere PAQ PA'QV V V  
 (2-34) 

Changing the coordinate system to cylindrical coordinate system makes it possible to utilize the 

radial symmetry of sphere, which can simplify calculation process. The circular elements on the 

surface are used to replace the rectangular elements in the Cartesian coordinate system. The 

project area of the circular elements converts to 2 ada , where a is the radius of the element, 

shown in Figure 2.5. Equation can be rewrite as  
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The overall interaction energy of the sphere is recast as  
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 (2-37) 

The electrostatic repulsion is sensitive to solution salinity. High salinity will significantly 

reduce the double layer thickness as discussed in section 2.1.5.1. The double layer thickness is 

0.42 nm in synthetic seawater. The electrostatic repulsion produces when two charged particles 

approach each other and their double layer overlap.  The repulsion only exists when distance 

between particle and flat plate is smaller than 0.84 nm. Compared to the radius of nanoparticle, 

which is about 40 to 200 nm in this study, the range of electrostatic repulsion is much smaller. 

The DA method should therefore be accurate in calculating repulsive energy. Bhattacharjee et al 

also find DA method gives nearly similar predictions of electrostatic repulsion between a sphere 

and a flat plate in high electrolyte solutions77.  
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Figure 2.7 Variation of the electrostatic double layer ineraction between an infinite flat plate and 

a sphere with separation distance. The solid line was calculated by using SEI while the symbols 

show DA result. The surface potentials on particle and plate  were assumed as 25 mV and the 

electrolyte (1:1) concentration was 0.1 M (adapted by Bhattacharjee et al.78) 

The van der Waals interaction calculated by SEI, DA and numerical simulation are 

compared in Figure 2.8. The x axis is dimensionless surface-to-surface separation distance 

between sphere and flat plate (
D

r
  ), and y axis is the dimensionless van der Waals interaction 

energy. Numerical evaluation gives the interaction energy results shown as solid line in Figure 

2.8. If the effect of surface PA’Q is ignored, which means only hemisphere PAQ was considered, 

the interaction is overestimated (shown as dashed line in Figure 2.8). Interaction energy 
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evaluated by DA method considerably deviates from the exact interaction energy, whereas there 

is a remarkable accurate by using SEI method, the evaluation of which coincides with the 

numerical solutions.   The analytical expression for van der Waals interaction by SEI method is: 

 

 SEI H
A sphere plate

A r r D
V ln

6 D D 2r D 2r

  
      

     (2-38) 

 

Figure 2.8 Comparison of the variations of the van der Waals interaction between a sphere and a 

flat plate with dimensionless separation distance 
D

r

 
  
 

 obtained by using SEI and AD 

methods. Numerical method gives the the exact van der Waals interaction. If the effect of hidden 

surface PA’Q (shown in figure 2.5) is ignored, it will cause the overestimation of interaction 

energy, which is shown as dashed line (adapted from Bhattacharjee and Elimelech77) 
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2.1.6 Non-DLVO Forces  

As a good candidate of carrier, nanoparticles are supposed to have no adsorption or 

retardation during the process of transport. Some nanoparticles are functionalized with different 

polymers or surfactant to enhance the breakthrough efficiency. Some papers claimed that the 

ability of nanomaterials to aggregate might be greatly reduced through surface modification with 

organic molecules79-80, polymers81-83 and surfactant48, 84. Li et. al found that sodium 

dodecylsulfate and Tween 80 as coating agents can enhance stability and mobility of silver 

nanoparticles84.  Based on the study of Saleh et. al,  aggregation of nanoscale zerovalent iron was 

retarded by different molecular weight polymers coating, and the efficiency of stabilization was 

affected by solution chemistry, including ionic strength and cation species83. However, several 

studies have demonstrated that macromolecules facilitated the deposition of fullerene on silica 

surface85-86. Few of these papers propose how surface coatings enhance or retard the 

nanoparticles transport behavior. It is necessary to study the mechanism during the process of 

optimizing nanoparticles. 

Small amount of adsorbed polymer can increasing the probability of flocculation by 

bridging effect, which the large amount of adsorbed polymer can greatly enhance the stability of 

particles. The phenomenon is called steric stabilization and the interaction to stabilize particles is 

called steric interaction87. When particles approach each other, the adsorbed layers start to 

contact and closer approach cause the interpenetration of hydrophilic chains. Because the 

hydrophilic chains are hydrated, interpenetration of layers generates dehydration and hence 

increasing free energy and repulsion force between particles. Nanoparticles solution stabilized by 

steric interaction may be destabilized by changing the solution by adding salts and increasing 
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surrounding temperature 88. The process of destabilization is caused by dehydration of the 

polymer or surfactant chains.  

2.1.7 Attachment Efficiency on Surface 

According to interfacial force boundary layer (IFBL) theory, the transport of nanoparticle 

in porous media is controlled by two mechanisms, interaction energy and random Brownian 

diffusion. If the size of nanoparticle is small relative to the thickness of polymer layer covering 

their surface, BrØnsted concept of transition state theory, which states that intermolecular 

reactions only occur between reacting molecules with kinetic energy larger than the reaction 

activation energy ( aE ), can be used to explain deposition process89-90. The deposition occurs 

only when the kinetic energy between nanoparticle and flat plate is larger than the activation 

energy and hence effective collision happening between particle and plate.  In particles 

deposition case, the activation energy is should be the interaction energy barrier (Eb) as in Figure 

2.8. The random kinetic energy distribution of nanoparticles should fit Maxwell-Boltzmann 

theory. The energy barrier should be estimated by DLVO theory and steric interaction as 

discussed in section 2.1.5 and section 2.1.6. Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution indicates that the 

ratio of particles with kinetic energy exceeding energy barrier Eb to all the particles with kinetic 

energy from zero to infinity. 
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where m  is the molecular mass, Bk  is the Boltzmann constant ( 23 J1.38 10
K

  ), T  is the 

temperature (T), v  is the velocity of random motion (MT-1) , bE  is the energy barrier getting 

from DLVO theory and steric interaction (ML2T-2) and E  is the random kinetic energy of 

nanoparticles (ML2T-2). Solvent molecules may dampen the random kinetic motion of 

nanoparticles in aqueous solution, which is called velocity relaxation of Brownian particles91.  

Because of the velocity relaxation effect, the attachment efficiency should be lower in dense 

system than in dilute one89. Attachment efficiency (  ) is obtained by  

 bE

0

N

N






    (2-40) 

where   is a constant accounting for damping effect on kinetics energy distribution. The 

dispersed naoparticles are assumed as Brownian particles to simplify the process of calculation, 

which means nanoparticles are moving as Brownian motion with a kinetic energy of B3k T
2

 .  

Peclet number should be calculated to evaluate whether Brownian motion is the dominant 

mechanism, which has been discuss in Section 2.1.4.  
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Figure 2.9 Schematic diagram of the variation of free energy with particle separation according 

to DLVO theory. The net energy is given by the sum of the double layer repulsion and the van 

der Waals attractive forces that the particles experience as they approach one another. This figure 

is for illustration only.(copy from Malvern) 

2.1.8 Advection-Dispersion Equation for Nanoparticles Transport 

2.1.8.1 Colloid filtration theory  

Although the diameters of nanoparticles are much smaller that of pore throats in rocks, 

the large surface area to volume ratio causes the strong attraction force between nanoparticles 

and rock surface, causing the physicochemical filtration. Filtration term is added into 1-D 

advection-dispersion equation for nanoparticle mass balance. 
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Filtration process is supposed as a first-order reaction in Colloid Filtration Theory. 

Energy Barrier (E
b
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 Where C  is the concentration in aqueous solution(ML-3), s is the retained particle 

concentration(MM-1), L  is the length (L), v  is the linear velocity (LT-1), 
dD is the dispersion 

coefficient (L2T-1), b  is the bulk density of porous medium (ML-3) , depk  is the deposition rate 

coefficient (T-1) and t  is the time (T).The equation shows that random motion as well as 

direction motion is important in calculating nanoparticles transport in porous media. Deposition 

process is assumed to be irreversible and the capacity of deposition is unlimited. That is, s  can 

grow without limitation. The effluent concentration profiles have been simulated by the colloid 

filtration theory in some papers, but it failed to explain some experimental results93-94.  For 

example, this model is not valid to explain that higher initial concentration yields greater 

recovery of Ag nanoparticles and less symmetric breakthrough curves95.  

2.1.8.2 Modified colloid filtration model  

He et al added a retardation term to explain the effluent histories of nanoparticles 

transport42. The equation is  
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      (2-43) 

Where dK is the distribution coefficient of nanoparticles, which accounts for adsorption between 

aqueous phases and medium surface (ML-3). Tracer concentration in effluent reached 50% of 

influent concentration in 1 pore volume, whereas nanoparticles concentrations in effluent were 

less than 10% of influent concentration in 1 pore volume. The nanoparticles concentration finally 

reached a constant concentration plateau, which means the adsorption was a reversible process.  
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Figure 2.10 Observed and model fit breakthrough curves of bromide tracer (a) and 

carboxymethyl cellulose-Fe nanoparticles (b). The concentration of both tracer and nanoparticles 

are 0.2 g/L. Flow rates were 0.6 mL/min and the experiments were conducted in four different 

materials packed columns (adapted from He et al.42) 

2.1.8.3 Modified colloid filtration model with detachment  

The colloid filtration theory assumes that particle deposition is irreversible. However, the 

retained nanoparticles have been observed to release from the column during the post flush 
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process. For example, the breakthrough curves of nanoparticles have longer tails than those of 

tracer curve in Figure 2.10. Bradford et al added a detachment term to the colloid filtration 

model96. 
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where detk is nanoparticles remobilization rate constant (T-1). This model successfully matched 

the effluent profiles of silver nanoparticles and carbon nanotube in water saturated columns 

packed with 500 μm sand grains97. 
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Figure 2.11 Observed and model fit breakthrough curve of multiwalled carbon nanotubes at a 

pore water velocity of 0.42 m/d conducted in quartz sand packed columns (ionic strength is 10 

mM) (copied from Liu et al.98) 

2.1.8.4 Modified colloid filtration model with maximum retention capacity &detachment 

Cullen et al introduced the definition of maximum retention capacity to modify the 

filtration model95.  An empirical equation is used to describe the filtration term: 
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where maxs is the maximum retention capacity (M/M). There are no nanoparticles attaching on the 

solid surface at pristine aquifer conditions and the filtration term is a first-order reaction. When 

nanoparticles start to attach on the surface, s  approaches maxs  and the rate of nanoparticles 

retention gradually decreases. If s  is equal to maxs , the rate of deposition is zero, suggesting the 

concentration of retained nanoparticles should not change. Li et al gave an empirical equation 

about the relationship between maxs  and flow condition as following36: 
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         (2-46) 

where pd  is the particle diameter (L), is the linear velocity (LT-1), dD  is the particle dispersion 

coefficient (L2T-1), cd  is the mean diameter of packed materials in the column (L) and Md  is the 

mean diameter of a medium sand (0.5 mm). Md  is an empirical constant that was used to obtain a 

dimensionless form of flux across a boundary layer surrounding a collector during the 

development of maxs 36. 

The mobility of multi-walled carbon nanotube in quartz sand packed columns under flow 

velocity of 0.42 m/d were studied and three models were used to simulate the experimental data41. 

The modified colloid filtration model with maximum retention capacity and detachment is in 

good agreement with experimental data. Compared to other models, the modified filtration 

model with maximum retention capacity and detachment provides the breakthrough curve closest 

to the experimental data. 

The effect of flow rate on nC60 transport through water-saturated columns was 

systematically evaluated99. The results revealed that more nC60 nanoparticles were retained with 
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lower flow rate in Figure 2.11. This empirical equation of maximum retention capacity shows the 

maximum retention capacity increases with decreasing linear velocity of the fluid, which 

explains that nanoparticles with larger velocity should have less retention. This model has also 

been successfully used to explain the effect of initial concentration on breakthrough curve. Liang 

et al. found the maximum concentration of effluent as well as symmetry of breakthrough curve 

was sensitive to initial concentration95. Because of the finite deposition sites, deposition sites will 

be filled more quickly in high concentration solution, as a result, the recovery of nanoparticles is 

higher at the same pore volume. If the deposition sites are far from being saturated, the filtration 

term can be treated as a first-order reaction and the effluent concentration should be constant, 

which explains the higher symmetry of effluent profile in low concentration solution. 

 

Figure 2.12 Normalized nC60 concentration breakthrough curves for different hydraulic gradients 

(adapt from Cullen et al99) 
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Figure 2.13 Observed and fitted breakthrough curves under different input concentration. Other 

experimental conditions were the same: grain size, 607 μm; electrolyte concentration, 1mM 

KNO3, Darcy’s velocity, 0.7 cm/min (copied from Liu et al95) 

The conditions are more complicated in heterogeneous porous media, as a result, more 

complicated transport model coupling with other filtration mechanisms are necessary for 

colloidal transport modeling. In the transport model, the deposition parameters, except maxs , need 

to be determined by model fitting of experimental results. Generally, the parameters, getting 

from one experiment, are not valid for simulation of other transport results without analysis of 

particles retention mechanisms.      
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2.2 Adsorption and Desorption  

2.2.1 Concept of Adsorption and Desorption 

The process that chemicals are associated with solid phases is defined as sorption. It is 

adsorption when molecules attached to a two dimensional surface, while it is absorption when 

molecules penetrate into a three-dimensional matrix. Adsorption has been divided into two 

classes, physical adsorption and chemical adsorption100-102.  Physical adsorption is caused by 

some undirected and non-specific forces between the solid surface and sorbate molecules. 

Physical adsorption is a rapid and reversible process. Chemical adsorption is due to the 

formation of chemical bonds, similar to those leading to the formation of chemical compounds. 

Because of the presence of high activation energy, chemical adsorption may be slow. Chemical 

adsorption will stop when the surface is coved by an adsorbed monolayer. For neutral organic 

compounds, physical adsorption is the dominant mechanism. However, the adsorption is the 

combination of several individual interactions rather than a single process51.  Because organic 

compounds are dissimilar to water molecules in shape, size and polarity, it is thermodynamically 

unfavorable for organic compounds to stay in water solution103. As a result, organic chemicals 

prefer to penetrate other organic surface rather than stay in aqueous solution. This mechanism is 

similar to the partitioning process of organic compounds from water solution to organic solvents. 

Some weak intermolecular force may also account for the overall adsorption, such as van der 

Waals, dipole-dipole, dipole-induced dipole and hydrogen bonding51. All of the mechanisms 

exist simultaneously, but one of the mechanisms may be the dominant due to the specific 

chemical properties and structure. 
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2.2.2 Adsorption and Desorption Equilibrium 

The sorption and desorption are driven by the chemical potential in each phase of the 

system. At given temperature and pressure, the energy status of compound A in solid phase and 

aqueous phase are evaluated by chemical potentials: 
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where 
total

A,solid phaseG  and 
total

A,aqueous phaseG  refer to the total Gibbs free energy of A in solid phase and 

aqueous phase, respectively (J), A, soild phasen  and A, aqueous phasen  are moles of A in each phase (mol), 

s  and A  are the chemical potentials of A in each phase (J/mol), pure A  is the standard value of 

chemical potential of A, when the pure liquid A is chosen as reference state (J), R is gas constant 

(
J

8.31
mol K

), T  is the temperature (K), sx and ax  are the mole fraction of A in each phase, and 

s and a  are the activity coefficients of A in each phase. When adsorption equilibrium is 

reached, the chemical potentials of A in each phase should be equal: 

 s a  
 (2-49) 

therefore, 

 s s a aRTln x RTln x  
 (2-50) 

Rearrangement yields: 
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If the free energy of transfer between solid and aqueous phase is defined as  
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then, 
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Because mole fraction is not widely used, it is necessary to convert mole fraction to mass per 

unit volume in water or mass per unit mass in solid phase, respectively. 
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where C  and q  are the aqueous phase concentration (mg/L) and solid phase concentration 

(mg/kg), solventV  is the molar volume of the solvent (L/ mole), which is 0.018 L/mole for water, 

solidM  is the molar weight of sobent (kg/mole) and AMW is the molecular weight of the sorbate 

(mg/mole). Therefore the partition coefficient of an organic compound between water and solid 

phase is redefined as: 
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where pK  is the partition coefficient (L-solvent/kg-solid). It shows that if the free energy of 

transfer is not zero during the adsorption process, the isotherm may be non-linear104. 

2.2.3 Desorption Isotherms 

Isotherms are used to describe the relationship between solid phase concentration and 

aqueous phase concentration. The term isotherm indicates the whole process of adsorption or 

desorption occurs at a constant temperature. Isotherms show different shapes, depending on the 

dominant mechanisms. There are three typical isotherms—the linear isotherm, the Langmuir 

isotherm, and the Freundlich isotherm, which are widely used to study the mechanisms of 

adsorption or desorption in natural systems. Figure 2.13 shows the pictorial representation of 

three types of isotherms. 

 

Figure 2.14 Three adsorption isotherms: linear isotherm, Langmuir isotherm, and Freundlich 

isotherm (adapted from Schwarzenbach et al51) 

Linear isotherm is the simplest model to describe the adsorption or desorption process. 

The solid phase concentration is proportional to the aqueous concentration. Only one parameter, 

partition coefficient pK , is required for linear isotherm to predict the adsorption or desorption 
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behavior. Many equation have been demonstrated to estimate the partition coefficient, with using 

physical-chemical properties of sorbate and sorbent. Karickhoff et al. proposed partition 

coefficient can be determined by the organic carbon normalized partition coefficient105.  

 p oc oc ow ocK K f 0.63K f 
 (2-57) 

where ocK  is the organic carbon normalized partition coefficient (mg/kg-organic matter), ocf  is 

the fraction of organic carbon and owK  is the octanol-water partitioning coefficient (L-water/L-

octanol). Therefore, the partition coefficient strongly depends on the solubility of the organic 

compound. Schwarzenbach et al. proposed two equations to calculate the  ocK  values51:  

 
sat

10 oc 10 wlog K 0.75log C 0.44  
 (2-58) 

 10 oc 10 owlog K 0.82log K 0.14 
 (2-59)  

where 
sat

wC  is saturation concentration in aqueous phase (mol/L).  Since ocK  is more constant 

among different sediments or other sorbent than pK , ocK is more widely used parameter.   

The Langmuir isotherm is most basic and theoretically straightforward model106. It is 

assumed that adsorption energy of a molecule is independent of surface coverage and can be 

described by a constant. Langmuir model also assumes that adsorption only occurred on the 

specific sites, the total amount of which is fixed. There are no interactions between sorbate 

molecules. Langmuir model, which is treated as a coordination reaction with 1:1 stoichiometry, 

can be derived from mass balance and equilibrium104. 

 X C XC     (2-60) 

where X  and XC are unoccupied and occupied adsorptive sites on the solid, respectively, 

and C  stands for organic sorbate. The adsorption parameter  , which is the number of sorbate 
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adsorbed per unit mass of sorbent, can be used to quantify the amount of occupied adsorptive 

sites on the solid surface. The maximum adsorption parameter max , standing for the maximum 

capacity of sorbent, is the total moles of sorbate that needed for covering the monolayer sorbent 

surface. Therefore, the equilibrium constant is: 
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Where  C  is the organic sorbate concentration in aqueous phase (mole/L), adsK is the adsorption 

equilibrium constant, 
0G is the free energy of adsorption (J/mol), R is the gas constant 

(
J

8.31
mol K

), and T  is the temperature (K).  Rearrangement gives: 
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which is the expression for Langmuir isotherm. Linearized form is used to evaluate the constants 

max  and adsK .  

Although some adsorptions data show reduced increment at increasing organic 

concentrations, there is no clear maximum shown in the isotherm. Freundlich model, therefore, is 

used to describe such adsorption data. The expression for Frendlich isotherm is: 

 
n

fq K C
 (2-63) 

which fK is the Freundlich capacity coefficient (mg/kg-solid) and n  is a measure of how affinity 

for the sorbate changes with changes in adsorption density. If n is smaller than 1, it means that 

the affinities decrease with increasing adsorption density. Evaluation of the coefficients can be 

completed by using the linearized form: 
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 The linear isotherm can be treated as the extreme case of Langmuir or Freundlich 

isotherm. If the solution concentration is very low, the denominator in Langmuir model is close 

to 1, and as a result, the concentration adsorbed on solid surface is proportional to the aqueous 

phase concentration. If the coefficient n  is equal to 1 in Freundlich model, the adsorption 

linearly depends on the concentration in solution.  

2.2.4 Irreversible Desorption  

2.2.4.1 Evidence of irreversible sorption 

An adsorption process is defined as “reversible”, if the desorption isotherm is the same as 

adsorption isotherm.  The adsorption process has been supposed as a instantaneous and 

reversible process for many years107. Since 1979s, numerous cases of irreversible adsorptions 

have been observed, which makes people query the validity of reversible adsorption107-112.  For 

example, Mcgroddy et al. measured the concentration of PAHs in sediment core samples 

collected from Boston Harbor and found the PAHs concentration in porewater samples were 

significantly lower the calculated concentrations based on the partitioning coefficients getting 

from adsorption experiments with the same sediment112. Other classes of compounds have also 

been report similar deviation between adsorption and desorption isotherms, such as PAHs, PCBs, 

Chlorinated benzenes, pesticides and Phenols110, 113-116.   

Many people observed that desorption of organic chemicals is a biphasic process. It takes 

organic compounds about several hours to several days to desorb from solid phase in the first 

stage, while for the rest of chemicals, the desorption process last for several months to several 

years117-121. For example, Kan et al. found the resistant faction of naphthalene was 62% of initial 
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concentration after washing for 178 days, although naphthalene has high volatility and relatively 

low hydrophobicity117. Chen et al. reported that more than 48% of chlorinated benzenes are 

retained on the surface of Lake Charles sediment after three Tenax desorption for 151 days119. 

Ball et al. found that the slow 90% of 1,2,4,5-tetrachlorobenzene released from an aquifer sand 

materials in the slow desorption stage121. 

2.2.4.2 Mechanisms of Irreversible Desorption 

Irreversible adsorption processes have been studied for many years. Kan et al 

summarized several features about the desorption process of organic compounds from soil and 

sediment117. First, the release amount of organic compounds does not increase with extended 

desorption time, which indicates that desorption may not be a simple kinetic or diffusion limited 

process. Chen et al also observed that the residual concentration of chlorinated benzenes changed 

little even when desorption time increased from 30 to 150 day122. Second, irreversible adsorption 

was observed in homogenous material such as surfactant coated anatase. Therefore, it is not 

proper to use intra-particle diffusion model to explain the irreversibility123.  Third, the values of 

partition coefficient ocK  for resistant part have poor correlation with the octanol-water partition 

coefficient owK . Other people also observed that field-observed partition coefficients are 

independent with the types of organic compounds124-125. Fourth, the size of irreversible fraction 

is finite and fixed.  Kan et al proposed a biphasic irreversible model to explain all the 

observations as shown in Figure 2.14. The model assumes that there are two compartments: 

reversible part and irreversible part. After hydrophobic compounds adsorb on soil or sediment 

surface through hydrophobic interactions, soil or sediment matrix start to physically or 

conformationally rearrange, and therefore a portion of the adsorbed chemicals becomes 
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irreversibly bound. The ratio of irreversible compartment is determined by different chemical-

sediment combinations. The biphasic model is: 

 t rev irrq q q 
 (2-65) 

Where tq  is the total solid phase concentratin (mg/kg soil), revq  is the solid phase concentration 

in the labile compartment (mg/kg soil) and irrq is the solid phase concentration in the irreversible 

compartment (mg/kg soil).  

 

Figure 2.15 A pictorial represent of the irreversible sorption model (copied from Kan et al.118) 

Since the irreversible compartment has a well-delineated maximum, it can be described 

as a Langmuir type isotherm. Therefore the overall adsorption isotherm is given118: 
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where ocK  and 
irr

ocK are the carbon content normalized partition coefficient for reversible and 

irreversible compartment (L-solution/kg OC), respectively, ocf is the organic carbon content (kg 
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OC/kg soil), 
irr

maxq is the irreversible adsorption capacity (mg/kg soil) and f  is the fraction of the 

irreversible compartment and can be assumed as 1 when the exposure concentration is greater 

than one-half of the aqueous solubility. Kan et al. also gave a semi-empirical model to predict 

irr

maxq , because the value of 
irr

maxq  is proportional to aqueous solubility 
sat

aqC  and the hydrophobic 

interaction energy.  
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where 
irr

adsG is the free energy of adsorption per unit area of molecules, HSA is the hydrophobic 

surface area (m2/molecule) and can be related to owK , R is the gas constant (Jmol-1K-1), T  is 

temperature (K), avN  is Avogadro’s constant (mol-1), 
sat

aqC  is the aqueous saturated concentration 

(mg/L), and a is a constant.   

2.3 Transport of hydrophobic molecules  

The desorption mechanisms controlling the distribution of the hydrophobic compounds 

between solid phase and water phase are critical for fate and transport. In the study, the 

distribution of the organic compounds in different phase is very import to achieve detecting 

residual oil by nanoparticles. The impact of non-ideal adsorption on organic compounds 

transport model has been discussed by Brusseau et al.107. The traditional 1-D advection-

dispersion model is discussed in Section 2.1.8.1. 
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As discussed in section 2.2.4.2, the concentration in solid phase can be calculated by a semi-

empirical model including both the partition coefficient of labile fraction and that of irreversible 

fraction.  
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3 FIELD METHOD FOR DETERMINATION OF BICARBONATE 

ALKALINITY*  

This Chapter was modified from paper “Field method for determination of bicarbonate alkalinity”  

3.1 Introduction 

Alkalinity, indicating the capacity of water to neutralize acid, is defined as the amount of 

strong acid added to the water when the pH reaches the CO2 equivalence point126. Bicarbonate 

alkalinity only indicates the net acid neutralizing capacity of bicarbonate ions. Based on this 

definition, the alkalinity for a system containing natural week acids and bases is shown as Eq.3-1  
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. (3-1) 

Since dissolved CO2 is the dominant weak acids in natural brine at normal pH range from 

4 to 9, the contributions of borate, silica, phosphate, sulfide and ammonia to alkalinity are 

normally one or two orders of magnitude lower than that of carbonate system(as shown in Table 

3.1) 127. The other major aquatic weak acids group is the weak organic   acids. Several produced 

water samples from North Sea, US Gulf of Mexico and California have been analyzed and 

reported to contain 62-7,100 mg/L low molecular weight organic acids, which include formic, 

acetic, propanoic, butanoic, pentanoic, and hexanoic acids (shown in Table 3.2). The alkalinity 

of produced water usually can be simplified as shown in Eq. 3-2 

  3Alkalinity [HCO ] [organic acid anions]  . (3-2) 

Note that formic acid is a stronger acid and it is typically not measured during an 

alkalinity titration. Although individual concentrations or activities of the anions in Eq.3-1 are 
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dependent on pressure and temperature, the alkalinity is a conservative parameter that is 

independent of pressure and temperature changes and degassing during the oil and gas 

production.  For example, the addition and removal of CO2 or H2S gas, which usually happens 

during production from downhole to surface condition, cannot affect the alkalinity of produced 

water. With an accurately measured alkalinity, pH and bicarbonate concentration of the fluid 

from formation to wellhead can be calculated with knowledge of produced water compositions, 

thermodynamic equilibrium constants, the activity coefficients and the variation of mole 

fractions of CO2 in the gas phase. Since the saturation index (SI) of carbonates is related to the 

square of the bicarbonate concentration, the accuracy of  alkalinity is vitally important to 

calculate carbonate and sulfide SI values 128-129. Alkalinity, therefore, is a powerful tool to 

predict pH, corrosion, and scale tendencies at different conditions from formation to wellhead. 

Table 3.1 Composition of a South Texas produced water (Demo brine) and seawater 

Ions Demo Brine 

(mg/L) 

Seawater 

(mg/L) 

Na+ 19,872 11,020 

K+  500 408 

Mg2+ 54 1322 

Ca2+ 6,500 422 

Sr2+ 700 6.89 

Ba2+ 550 0.02 

Fe2+ 12 0 

Cl- 43,000 19,805 

SO4
2- 5 2,775 

F- NA* 1.4 

Br- NA 67 

Silicone 1 4.6 

Alkalinity 281 145 

Organic acids 0 0 

Boron NA 4.2 

H2S,aq 4.3 0 

TDS 70,000 35,968 

*NA= Not analyzed 
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Table 3.2 Concentratin of organic acids (mg/L) in produced water from the Norwegian 

continental shelf, the Gulf of Mexico off Texas and Louisiana coast and the Santa Maria Basin 

off the california coast130-132. 

Organic acid Offshore USA Norwegian North Sea 

Formic acid ND*-68 26-584 

Acetic acid 8-5,735 ND 

Propanoic acid ND-4,400 36-98 

Butanoic acid ND-44 ND-46 

Pentanoic acid ND-24 ND-33 

Hexanoic acid Not determined ND 

Oxalic acid ND-495 ND 

Malonic acid ND-1540 ND 

Total measured organic acids 98.6-7,160 62-1135 

*ND= Not detected 

The traditional method for alkalinity measurement is acidimetric titration133. This method 

can be used to determine the alkalinity only when bicarbonate predominantly contributes to 

alkalinity134, but the end point becomes unclear or exaggerated in the presence of organic acids 

135 (shown in Fig.3.1 and Fig.3.2). These difficulties, which may have impacts on the accuracy of 

alkalinity, are well known and may also interfere other methods, such as Gran titration and back 

titration129, 136-140. Furthermore, the alkalinity, especially bicarbonate part, deteriorates rapidly 

during the sample collection and transport. For example, bicarbonate ions and hydrogen sulfide 

ions may react with hydrogen ions in the samples and form CO2 and H2S gas as degasification 

takes place. Since the hydrogen ions are neutralized during the degasification process, the pH of 

water sample will increase. Subsequently, Ca2+ and Fe2+ can react with CO3
2- and precipitate due 

to the increased pH. The possible chemical reactions related to sample preservation are discussed 
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in Appendix A. The deviation and errors caused during the sample collection and transport 

process have substantial impacts on the accuracy of measurements, but more attention is 

generally given to the sample analysis process. Therefore, there are still considerable 

uncertainties in sampling procedure and alkalinity measurement. In this paper, we develop a new 

field method, the head-space method, to determine the bicarbonate alkalinity. Since most of the 

potential reactions during sample shipment relate to bicarbonate ions rather than organic acid 

ions, this field method which can be used to measure the bicarbonate concentration immediately 

after water sample collectioncan efficiently reduce the uncertainty and error. Subsequently, the 

total organic acid may be determined by ion chromatography (IC) or gas chromatography-mass 

spectrometry (GC-MS) if necessary. With this method, the bicarbonate alkalinity can be 

determined in short time without the interference caused by organic acid ions. In the following, a 

detailed method and test results will be shown. 

 

Figure 3.1 Alkalinity titration of a field brine sample. The alkalinity of sample is about 560 mg/L 

and the total organic acid cannot be detected. The titration curve shows a clear endpoint135. 
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Figure 3.2 Alkalinity titration of a field brine sample. The alkalinity of sample is about 139 mg/L 

and the total organic acid concentration is about 96 mg/L. The titration curve shows a smeared 

endpoint135 
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Figure 3.3 Schematic diagram of produced water analysis process. Produced water was collected 

in the field, kept in sample bottles, transport to lab following proper preservation procedure and 

analyzed by lab instruments.  

3.2 Experimental 

3.2.1 Apparatus 

The apparatus used in this study includes four parts (shown in Figure 3.4). The vessel 

should stand pressure up to 15 psig without expansion and keep sealed to below 0.01 psig. The 

requirements for low pressure sealing vessel is due to the drastic impact which a small leak will 

have on the calculation of bicarbonate alkalinity. The vessel was made of plastic coated glass 

with a sealing cap assembly (GL45 standard lab bottle, Western fluids engineering, Lake 

Elsinore, CA). The sealing cap assembly contains 3 ports to connect ¼” fittings and a Viton seal 
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to further sustain low pressure (GL45 economy cap, Western fluids engineering, Lake Elsinore, 

CA). Port 1 was attached to the pressure gauge (Digital pressure gauge with a range of 0 to 15 

psi, Omega, Stamford, CT), which was chosen for its high performance and accuracy as a field 

measuring instrument. The changed pressure in this closed vessel, which indicates the amount of 

CO2 evolved after the addition of a strong acid, is converted to the bicarbonate alkalinity based 

on mass balance equations. Port 2, connected to a 5 mL syringe (Fisher scientific, Hampton, NH), 

was used to inject acid and standard sodium bicarbonate solution into the system. Port 3 was 

designed to connect to a thermometer for temperature monitoring (Fisher scientific, Hampton, 

NH). All the other fitting including nuts, ferrules, valve and tubing were chosen for the durability 

that field measurements require. A 4-port cap assembly is also available, the forth port of which 

can be used for a safety release valve.  
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Figure 3.4Schematic diagram of the apparatus for head-space method (left). There are three ports 

on the sealing cap assembly. Port 1 was attached to the pressure gauge to record the pressure 

changes. Port 2, connected to a 5 mL syringe, was used to inject acid and standard sodium 

bicarbonate solution into the system. Port 3 was designed to connect to a thermometer for 

temperature monitor. Photo of the apparatus is shown at the right side. 
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3.2.2 Solutions and samples 

All chemicals used in this study were analytical grade and purchased from Fisher 

scientific (Fisher scientific, Hampton, NH). Two types of solutions were tested. The first type 

included various standard solutions to verify the accuracy of the new method. The standard 

solutions were prepared by weighing different amount of NaAc and NaHCO3, transferring it into 

a volumetric flask and diluting the sample with 1 M NaCl. 1 M NaCl solution was prepared in 

the same way as the preparation of NaHCO3 solutions, but with deionized water as solvent. 

Some of the standard solutions were sparged with 100% CO2, gas to decrease the pH of water 

samples and increase the dissolved H2CO3,aq concentration. The original pH of water samples 

were monitored by pH probe (Ross electrode by Orion, Fisher Scientific, Hampton, NH). All 

detailed information of standard solutions is listed in Table 3.3. The second type of solution was 

oilfield produced water samples. Since the alkalinity of field samples are unknown, it is 

necessary to find a promising method to establish the real values of alkalinity in different field 

samples. Recently, our group has developed an automatic titration method, which has been 

proved to provide both alkalinity and total organic acid accurately in different salinity and 

compositions brine samples 141.135, 142 This automatic titration method has also been round-robin 

tested by four production and service companies and the accuracy of the automatic titration 

method are further confirmed141-142. Therefore, this automatic titration method was chosen to 

measure the alkalinity and other parameters of the field samples in this study and the results 

obtained from the head-space method were compared to those from automatic titration to verify 

the accuracy. 
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Table 3.3Compositions of standard solutions in this study. All of the water samples were 

prepared by 1 M NaCl solution. 

HCO3
- concentration 

(mg/L) 

pH Total acetic acid 

(mg/L) 

1059.5 8.6 1024.8 

990.2 8.6 957.7 

881.7 8.5 852.8 

1178.0 7.2 1139.4 

619.4 7.3 599.1 

1573.6 7.0 1522.0 

308.7 7.5 298.6 

61.4 4.97 0 

120.1 4.85 0 

158.1 4.92 0 

3.2.3 Procedures for head-space method 

1. A 100 ml produced water sample was added into the vessel and the vessel was sealed 

with the cap. The reading on the pressure gauge was set to 0. 

2. The apparatus was manually shaken for 30 seconds. After the vessel was shaken, the 

reading of pressure gauge was recorded as step 2P  to allow dissolved CO2 from the 

produced water sample to evolve and establish equilibrium in the reaction vessel. 

3. A syringe containing 10 N HCl from which 1 mL of acid was injected into the vessel. 

Then the apparatus was manually shaken for 30 seconds and the reading of pressure 

gauge was recorded as step 3P . 
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4. A second syringe containing 0.5 M NaHCO3 solution from which 1 mL of solution was 

injected into the vessel. The apparatus was manually shaken for 30 seconds and the 

reading of pressure gauge was recorded as step 4P . 

5. During the whole process, the temperature of the solution, which was read from a 

thermometer, should be monitored and the change of temperature should be less than 1 ℃. 

3.2.4 Effects of temperature experiments 

The prepared standard solutions were used to test the temperature effect in this study. All 

the standard solutions for temperature-effect experiments only contained NaHCO3 as contributor 

to the total alkalinity and without CO2, gas sparging. All the solutions were heated to the desired 

temperature by a heating plate (Scholar heating plate, Corning, Tewksbury, MA). After heating 

to a preset temperature, the solution was transferred to the apparatus and the bicarbonate 

alkalinity was measured by following the procedures. During the measurement, the apparatus 

was exposed in room temperature and the temperature of the solution was monitored by 

thermometer.  

3.2.5 Theory 

The theory behind the head-space method for measuring bicarbonate alkalinity is based 

on the reactions of carbonate system. The addition of excess acid to the water sample drives the 

reactions to the production of CO2 side, as shown in Eq. 3-3 

 
2

2,gas 2 2 3,aq 3 3CO H O CO H HCO 2H CO        
. (3-3)  

The increasing amount of CO2 gas causes the change in pressure in the closed system. Since it is 

a closed system, the total inorganic carbon must be a constant. The equation used to calculate the 

bicarbonate alkalinity is derived from ideal gas law and Henry’s law. 
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Mass balance equation gives: 

2 2
2 3 3 2 3 2 3 3 2 3 2 3 2

step1 step1 step1 step1 step 2 step 2 step 2 step 2 step 3 step 3

H CO HCO CO , gas CO H CO HCO CO , gas CO H CO CO , gas
n n n n n n n n n n           

, (3-4) 

where 
2CO , gas

n  is the moles of CO2 gas at each step, 
3HCO

n   is the moles of bicarbonate at each 

step (mol), and 
2 3H CO , aq

n  is the moles of carbonic acid in aqueous phase in each at each step 

(mol).  If the pH is lower than 9, the moles of carbonate ions at step 1 and step 2, 2
3

step 1

CO
n   and 2

3

step 2

CO
n  , 

can be assumed to be negligible. 

The gas volume of the apparatus is about 35 mL and mole ratio of CO2 gas at the first step is 

assumed to be similar to that in the atmosphere. The moles of CO2 gas at the first step, 
2

step 1

CO , gas
n , is 

assumed to be negligible. Since the change of bicarbonate between step 1 and step 2 is very 

small, the assumption that the moles of bicarbonate at step 2 is equal to that at step 1 is made for 

the calculations. Based on the these assumptions, ideal gas law and Henry’s law,  

 

2 3 3 2 3 3 2 3 2

2 2 2 2

2 3 2

2 3 2 3

step1 step1 step 2 step 2 step 2 step 3 step 3
CO2gH CO HCO H CO HCO H CO CO , gas

step 2 step 3
g gCO ,gas CO CO , gas COstep 2 step1 step 3

H L H LCO HCO CO

H CO H CO

n n n n n n n

P V P V
K P V n K P V

RT RT

 

 

 



     

   

, (3-5) 

where 
2CO

P  is the partial pressure of CO2 gas at each step (psi), 
2CO , gas

  and 
2 3H CO

  are the 

activity coefficients of CO2 gas and H2CO3, respectively, LV  and gasV  are the volumes of 

solution and gas (L), HK  is the Henry’s constant (mol psi-1L-1), T is the solution temperature (K) 

and R is the ideal gas constant (psi L mol-1K-1). The moles of bicarbonate alkalinity can be 

calculated by the change in pressure due to the production of CO2, as shown in Eq. 3-6: 
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  . (3-6) 

After 1 mL NaHCO3 standard solution (0.5 M) is injected into the apparatus, bicarbonate ions 

react with the excess acid in the system and the production of additional CO2 will increase again. 

Because the activity coefficient of CO2 and carbonic acid are assumed to be constant during the 

measurement, the activity coefficient can be eliminated by the pressure changes. A mass balance 

equation is used to obtain the values of system parameters: 

 

2 3 2 2 3 2

2 2 2 2

2 2

2 3 2 3

2

2 3 2,

step 3 step 3 step 4 step 43

H CO CO , gas H CO CO , gas

step 3 step 4
g gCO , gas CO CO , gas COstep 3 step 43

H L H LCO CO

H CO H CO

3
CO , gas g

H L step 4

H CO CO ,gas

n n 0.5 M 10 L n n

P V P V
K P V 0.5 10 K P V

RT RT

V 0.5 10
K V

RT P
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step 3 step 4 step 3

CO , gas

0.5 10
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  (3-7) 

Thus the bicarbonate alkalinity, the unit of which is mg/L as 
3HCO , is based on the three 

pressure readings as shown in Eq, 3-8: 

 
 

 
 
 

step 3 step 231 3 2

HCOHCO

4 3step 4 step 3
L L

0.5 10 P P Mn P P
bicarbonate alk 305

V P PP P V


  

   


, (3-8) 

where 
HCO

M   is the molecular weight of the bicarbonate, which is 61000 mg/mol, 
LV  is the 

volume of solution, which is 0.1 L in this case, and 305 is a collection of constants for the 

apparatus and conditions. 
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3.3 Result and discussion 

3.3.1 Potential errors and limitation 

For this head-space method, the bicarbonate alkalinity is measured in the field by the 

pressure readings, and other components, such as organic acid ions, can be measured in the lab, 

if needed. During the measurements, several assumptions are made to simplify the calculation. 

The first assumption is that the total organic acid, measured by ion chromatography, is used to 

calculate the alkalinity instead of the concentration of organic acid anions. The second 

assumption is that the concentration of bicarbonate ions remains constant before adding acid or 

NaHCO3 standard solution. Because of these assumptions, the potential error and limitation 

should be discussed. Because the contributions of borate, silica, phosphate, sulfide and ammonia 

to alkalinity are generally one or two orders of magnitude lower than that of the carbonate 

system127, the alkalinity is simplified as the sum of bicarbonate ions and organic acid anions. 

Acetic acid is chosen to represent all of the organic acid and other organic acid concentration can 

be converted to equivalent acetic acid concentration. The concentration of acetate is calculated 

by 

 HAc

Ac H

Ac HAc

T
[Ac ]

[H ]
1

K

 



 








, (3-9) 

where THAc is the concentration of total concentration of organic acid (mg/L), and 
AcAc H

, ,      

are the activity coefficients of acetate, hydrogen ion and acetic acid. The addition and removal of 

CO2, which usually happens during the production process from downhole to surface condition, 

will change the pH, but will not affect the total alkalinity of produced water. The ratio of 

measured alkalinity to actual alkalinity can be obtained by 
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3 HAc 3 HAc

3 3 alk Ac H

Ac HAc

[HCO ] T [HCO ] [Ac ] [HAc] T [Ac ] 1
1 1

[HCO ] [Ac ] [HCO ] [Ac ] T [H ]
1

K


 



 

   

    

   
     

 


. (3-10) 

where   is the ratio of total organic acid to the alkalinity and alkT  is the alkalinity in the 

produced water (mg/L). When the activity coefficients were chosen at 1 M NaCl solution at 77 

˚F, the figure, using the ratio of measured alkalinity based on head-space method to real actual 

alkalinity as y axis and pH as x axis, are plotted in Fig. 3.5. U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) has 

investigated thousands of produced water samples of oil wells in the U.S. mainland40. Based on 

the information of USGS database, the pH of produced water ranges from 4 to 9, and thus this 

pH range was chosen to discuss the limitations of this method in this study. If the total organic 

acid is lower than 10% of the total alkalinity, the new head-space method works well. But for 

higher organic acid content, the error of this method increases with decreasing of the original pH 

of the water samples. If the pH of water sample is higher than 5.8, the measured alkalinity based 

on this method are within an error less than 5%. Based on the statistical analysis of the produced 

water data from USGS database, the mean pH of the produced water is about 6.96 and median is 

about 7.00 as shown in Table 3.4. Therefore, this method should be suitable for a majority of 

produced water samples. The data on bicarbonate concentrations are statistically analyzed as 

well (Table 4). The average concentration is about 513.51 mg/L and the maximum value is about 

11960 mg/L. The head-space methodshould reduce interferences due to sample shipping and 

storage. 
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Figure 3.5 The ratio of measured alkalinity to actual alkalinity at different pH conditions was 

shown. This figure indicates that if the original pH of water sample is above 5.8 in 1 M NaCl 

solution at 77 ˚F, the errors caused by the assumpations are all less than 5% for different organic 

acid content water samples. 

Table 3.4 Statistical analysis of produced water pH based on U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) 

database. The average pH of produced water is about 6.96 and the median is about 740. 

pH 

Mean 6.96 

Standard Error 0.0070 

Median 7 

Standard Deviation 0.78 

Minimum 5 

Maximum 8.91 

Sum 84970.3 

Count 12,206 

Confidence Level (95.0%) 0.014 
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Table 3.5 Statistical analysis of produced water bicarbonate concentration based on U.S. 

Geological Survey (USGS) database. The average concentration of bicarbonate ions is about 

513.51 mg/L, which means the bicarbonate alkalinity plays an important role in the calculation 

of alkalinity40. 

Bicarbonate 

Mean 513.51 

Standard Error 4.80 

Median 327 

Standard Deviation 579.80 

Minimum -3 

Maximum 11960 

Count 14589 

Confidence Level (95.0%) 9.41 

 

3.3.2 Accuracy of the new method 

Excellent agreement between measured and actual alkalinity were observed in all the 

standard samples. Different concentrations of bicarbonate were added into 1 M NaCl solution. 

Some solutions contained acetic acid to test the impact of organic acid on bicarbonate 

measurement. Some solutions were sparged with 100% CO2 to lower the pH of solutions. The 

bicarbonate alkalinity is obtained by the three different pressure readings;and the whole 

measurement takes less than 2 mins. The detailed comparisons of measured and actual 

bicarbonate alkalinity are shown in Table 6. The figure for measured and actual bicarbonate 

alkalinity is plotted in Fig.3.6. The linear fit the experimental results produced a slope of 1.03, 

which compared to within 3% of the theoretical slope. The head-space method with this degree 

of accuracy can be treated as a promising method in bicarbonate and alkalinity measurements. 
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Figure 3.6 Calibration curve for all bicarbonate alkalinity of standard solutions. The theoretical 

slope should be 1. The linear fit for the experimental data gave a slope of 1.03, which is within 3% 

of the theoretical slope. 

Table 3.6 Bicarbonate alkalinity results for standard solutions 

Measured values 

(mg/L) 

Real values 

 (mg/L) 

Error  

(%) 

pH Total acetic acid 

(mg/L) 

1038.4 1059.5 2.0 8.6 1024.8 

972.0 990.2 1.8 8.6 957.7 

842.2 881.7 4.5 8.5 852.8 

1138.6 1178.0 3.3 7.2 1139.4 

614.4 619.4 0.8 7.3 599.1 

1498.4 1573.6 4.8 7.0 1522.0 

298.4 308.7 3.3 7.5 298.6 

60.4 61.4 1.6 4.97 0 

116.0 120.1 3.4 4.85 0 

158.7 158.1 -0.4 4.92 0 
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3.3.3 Temperature effects  

When produced water flows from downhole to surface, the temperature of water sample 

sometimes is higher than that of the atmosphere. Measuring the samples as soon as possible can 

efficiently reduce the impacts caused by the exposure to environment, as discussed earlier The 

produced water samples, therefore, always have higher temperature during the measurement. The 

heat transfer from high temperature solution to environment cannot be avoided and the apparatus, 

designed for field measurement, cannot have much thermal insulation materials. For the head-

space method, the bicarbonate alkalinity of the water samples depends on the changed pressure 

in this closed vessel. However, not only the CO2, gas evolving from water sample after the 

addition of acid, but also the change of temperature will affect the pressure reading. Therefore, 

the accuracy of this method should be tested by different temperature samples. Theoretically, 

since specific heat capacity of water is higher than any other common substance, the heat transfer 

during the 2 min measurement should not affect solution temperature. During all the 

measurements, the temperature of water decreases due to the heat transfer, but the changes of 

temperature are within 1 ℃. The results of Table 3.7 show that the errors of all the measurements 

are within 5% and the increasing solution temperature has little effect on accuracy of the 

bicarbonate alkalinity measurements (Table 3.7). 
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Table 3.7 Effect of temperature on bicarbonate alkalinity measurements. The different amount of 

NaHCO3 were dissolved in 1 M NaCl solutions. 

Temperature 

(˚C) 

Real values 

(mg/L) 

Measure values 

(mg/L) 

Error (%) 

25 614.4 619.4 0.8 

25 1038.4 1059.5 2.0 

50 690.9 701.2 1.5 

70 653.8 658.7 0.7 

70 1087.3 1105.0 1.6 

3.3.4 Produced water samples and prediction of pH and calcite SI at oil wells conditions  

Two produced water samples from a Gulf of Mexico offshore well were analyzed with 

this new method. The produced water was sampled from the high pressure flowline into a 2 L 

bottle containing 1L deionized water.  The diluted brine was then separated from the oil phase 

with a demulsifier and centrifugation.  The bicarbonate alkalinity was measured by pressure 

readings and total organic acids were measured by ion chromatography and converted to 

equivalent acetic acid concentration. Since the alkalinity of water samples is unknown, the Rice 

titration method135, 142, is used to give the actual alkalinity of each component for the produced 

water samples. To further demonstrate the new method, the results getting from the head-space 

method are compared to those obtained with the Rice titration method. Results from two 

methods are compared in Tables 3.8 and 3.9. 
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Table 3.8 Comparison of alkalinity and organic acids concentration of produced water sample A 

from oil wells. The pH and calcite SI were calculated based on other water components, 

alkalinity getting from two different methods, temperature and pressure of the oil well. 

 This method Real  value 

(Rice titration method) 

HCO3
- 

(mg/L as HCO3
- ) 

588.8 434.8 

HAc 

(mg/L) 

973.4 (IC) 1206.7 (calculated) 

SI (Calcilte) downhole surface downhole surface 

0.4 1.4 0.2 1.2 

Table 3.9 Comparison of alkalinity and organic acids concentration of produced water sample B 

from oil wells. The pH and calcite SI were calculated based on other water components, 

alkalinity getting from two different methods, temperature and pressure of the oil well. 

 This method Real  value 

(Rice titration method) 

HCO3
- 

(mg/L as HCO3
-) 

510.9 465.5 

HAc 

(mg/L) 

1205.9 (IC) 1338.5 (Calculated) 

SI (Calcilte) downhole Surface downhole surface 

0.7 1.3 0.6 1.3 

The parameters of the reservoir fluid system, such as pH, saturation indices of different 

minerals are vitally important to evaluate the potential corrosion or scale risks during the 

production process. Since in-situ pH is very expensive and difficult  and pH will change with 

different temperature, pressure and other environmental conditions 143-144, pH of the fluid from 

reservoir to surface is usually estimated by the composition of brines, CO2 partial pressure in gas 

phase and the flow rate135. The pH and calcite SI of each produced water sample at formation 

and wellhead were calculated by the ScaleSoftPitzer (SSP), the software developed by the 

author’s group, to verify the accuracy of this new method145. Although some differences for 

bicarbonate alkalinity and total organic acid have been found by comparing the results from the 

head-space method to Rice titration method, the calculated pH and calcite SI based on the head-

space method is quit consistent with those getting from Rice titration method (Table 8 and Table 
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9). This means the errors in bicarbonate alkalinity and total organic acid are within tolerable 

levels for these and many similar conditions. The obtained scaling and corrosion tendencies have 

been compared to the real well conditions, and good agreements have been found for these two 

wells. The head-space can be treated as a rapid and easy-operating method and give reasonable 

results under certain circumstances. But further tests need to be done to confirm the accuracy of 

the new method. 

3.4 Conclusion  

Formation water analysis is very important in oil production. Water analysis gives the 

information about the reservoir fluid which is critical in dynamic modeling of reservoir, 

estimation of production cost, and flow assurance during productions processes. Alkalinity, 

which is not easily measured, plays acentral role in pH calculation and scale or corrosion risk 

prediction. Bicarbonate alkalinity, which is often the most important part of total alkalinity, can 

be easily affected by environment and deteriorate rapidly during the sample collection and 

shipping process. In this paper, a method for bicarbonate alkalinity measurement is discussed 

and proven reliable under certain circumstances and the apparatus is also suitable for onsite 

analysis of produced water. The factors that affect the validity of this method are illustrated. 

When the organic acid is less than 10% of the total alkalinity or the initial pH of the water 

sample is high, this method has been demonstrated to give reasonable results. In the new method, 

the total organic acid of water sample can to be measured by ion chromatography, etc., and the 

sum of total organic acid and bicarbonate alkalinity can be assumed to be the alkalinity. This 

method has been tested with two different produced water samples, and the scaling and corrosion 

tendencies are compared with the real conditions in the field. Good agreements of the tendencies 

have been found for all of the samples. 
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3.5 Appendix A  

1. Degasification and pH increase 
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2. Oxidation  
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3. Precipitation 
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4 DIFFERENT NANOPARTICLES AND APPLICATION OF OIL 

DETECTION IN HIGH SALINITY, HIGH TEMPERATURE 

CONDITIONS* 

This Chapter was modified from paper “Highly stable carbon nanoparticles designed for downhole hydrocarbon detection”. 

4.1 Introduction 

Nanomaterials have a much larger surface area relative to traditional polymers presently 

used for the transport of hydrophobic cargo and are expected to have significantly different 

transport behavior in porous media as a result of their more rigid structures37. The design of 

nanoparticles with efficient terrestrial subsurface transport is an ongoing challenge. For example, 

water-dispersible aggregates of C60 fullerenes can flow through sand samples and glass beads, 

but the breakthrough of the fullerenes is very low at early pore volumes and gradually increases 

over time36-37. The use of a water-soluble fullerene derivative, as opposed to the water-

dispersible aggregates, showed improved breakthrough for a column of glass beads146. Single-

walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) can also be either wrapped by a surfactant or bound with 

humic acid, improving their mobility in porous media37 Similar behavior has been observed for 

silica and iron, as functionalization of the particles with a hydrophilic polymer, either 

polyethylene glycol (PEG) or carboxymethyl cellulose, reduces their affinity for aggregation and 

improves their transport through porous media2, 42, 48, 146-147. 

Injection of NPs through downhole porous media represents an innovative approach for 

subsurface oil detection and enhanced oil recovery (EOR) due to their unique transport 

properties2, 148. The latter structure, OCB, is derived from the readily available and not toxic 

carbon black, making it most attractive. Furthermore, the polyvinyl alcohol-modified OCB 
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(PVA-OCB) NPs demonstrated the best breakthrough efficiency and stability in seawater. 

Unfortunately, they still suffered from thermal stability problems, such as being prone to 

agglomeration in seawater at higher temperatures (70 °C), and they also demonstrated poor 

breakthrough efficiency in certain charged porous media such as dolomite and calcite rocks38. 

Therefore, designing alternative NPs that can simultaneously endure high temperature and high 

salinity, and are capable of being transported through a variety of porous media, is an important 

goal. 

One possible method to enhance the thermal stability of the PVA-OCB NPs was to 

choose appropriately sized molecular weight PVA for functionalization, rendering the OCB 

enough steric stabilization thereby keeping the PVA-OCB NPs stable at higher temperature. 

Since different rocks have different surface properties, the negatively charged OCB NPs 

demonstrated lower mobility in positively charged porous media such as dolomite or calcite 

rocks. Instead of OCB-containing NPs, our approach here to solving the mobility problem is to 

use a carboxyl group-functionalized carbon black (fCB) as the NP core. The fCB is less oxidized 

than the OCB core, resulting in a surface charge close to zero for fCB-containing NPs in neutral 

aqueous solution. Thus the PVA-modified fCB exhibits improved performance when moving 

through charged rocks. Because ionic surfactants are not as temperature sensitive as non-ionic 

surfactants39, the PVA-fCB NPs were also sulfonated to provide NPs with slightly ionic 

properties. Sulfonated PVA-fCB (sPVA-fCB) NPs used here show tolerance against 

agglomerating under high temperature and high salinity conditions, and are capable of breaking 

through most subsurface rocks such as sandstone, dolomite and calcite. This finding is 

extraordinary and it has implications in downhole oil detection, enhanced oil recovery and 

environmental remediation of organic-contaminated land. 
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Radioactive 2,2’,5,5’-tetrachlorobiphenyl (PCB*) was used in our first laboratory 

simulations of hydrocarbon detection by PVA-OCBs38, however the use of PCB* in the field is 

unacceptable. Thus in the present research, triheptylamine (THA) was used instead of PCB*. The 

THA/sPVA-fCBs (here we use the convention that “/” indicates a non-covalent attachment while 

“-” indicates a covalent attachment) were found to efficiently transport THA through columns 

that simulate subsurface formations and selectively release the THA into hydrocarbon-containing 

rocks. THA/sPVA-fCBs could be used as second generation nanoreporters that not only provide 

subsurface formation entry/exit correlations but also an assessment of stranded downhole oil 

content. 

 
Figure 4.1 Schematic diagram of subsurface oil detection by nanoreporters. Nanoreporters 

transport probe molecules through downhole rocks followed by selectively releasing them when 

the rock contains oil. The interrogation of the nanoreporter at the production well will give 

quantitative information of the oil content based upon the amount of the probe molecule 

remaining on the nanoreporter 
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4.2 Materials and Methods 

4.2.1 Preparation of THA/LsPVA-fCB nanoreporter 

Triheptylamine (THA), a highly hydrophobic molecule due to its long alkyl chains, 

features odd number of nitrogen atom, which can be easily distinguished by mass spectrometry 

according to the nitrogen rule. Here, we stirred 50 mL of the LsPVA-fCB solution with trace 

amount of THA (about 5 μL) for one day, and then passed the solution through a size exclusive 

column (PD-10) in order to remove any unbound THA. The remained THA could be therefore 

thought to physically adsorb on the LsPVA-fCB hydrophobic domains, so that they would not be 

filtered out by the PD-10 column. 

4.2.2 Preparation of API brine  

API brine was prepared by dissolving CaCl2 (dihydrate, 13.24 g, 0.09 mole, 2 wt% in the 

final solution) and NaCl (40.0 g, 0.68 mole, 8 wt% in the final solution) in deionized water 

(446.76 g, 24.82 mole).  

4.2.3 General column preparation 

Ground rock grains were slowly packed into the glass column with a length about 6-7 cm 

(Omnifit borosilicate glass columns with an adjustable end piece, cross sectional area = 0.34 cm2, 

Bio-Chem Valve Inc., Boonton, NJ). The packed rock materials were retained by 10 μm stainless 

steel screens (Valco Instruments Inc., Houston, TX) on both sides of the column. A three-way 

valve was used to connect a 60 mL plastic syringe and the column. The whole system was 

connected by PTFE tubing (Omnifit). The packed columns were flush with CO2 (purity > 99%) 

for 30 min to remove the trapped air bubbles. Then the columns were flushed with API brine at a 

flow rate of 8 mL/h for 24h to stabilize rock grains. Tritiated water, as a non-reactive tracer, was 
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injected into the columns to characterize the porosity and dispersity of the column. The pH of 

influent solutions in all column experiments was 6.4. 

Table 4.1 Column properties 

 Flow rate 

(m/24h) 

Dispersion Coefficient 

(cm2/min)a 

Porosity R2 

Sandstone 9.3 0.0245(0.0026) 0.4795(0.0017) 0.998 

Calcite 9.3 0.0416(0.0032) 0.4500(0.0016) 0.998 

a. Numbers in parentheses are the standard deviations 

4.2.4 Nanomaterial sample breakthrough 

The nanopaticles were suspended in the API brine and was filtered through a PES filter 

of 0.45 μm pore size (Whatman, USA). Then nanoparticles suspension was pumped (New Era 

Pump System Inc., Wantagh, N.Y.) to the columns at a linear average velocity of 9.3m/d. The 

effluent was collected in a 2 mL glass vial. The concentration of nanoparticles was measured by 

UV-visible spectrophotometer (DR/4000, HACH Company, Loveland, CO) at 232 nm. When the 

breakthrough reached a plateau, the column was flushed with API brine.  

4.2.5 Oil-containing column preparation 

After 24 h flushing, the column was then flushed with isoparL at a flow rate of 6 mL/h 

until no water produced in the effluent. Next, API brine was applied to remove the untrapped oil. 

The volume of isoparL remaining in the column was calculated by the difference betweem total 

amount isoparL injected in the column and that produced from the water flood. Residual oil 

saturation, which is the ratio of the volume of trapped isoparL to the predetermined pore volume, 

is 0.58 for the column prepared by this procedure. Then the sandstone rock in 0.58 oil saturation 
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column was taken out and mixed with same weight isoparL-free sandstone samples. The mixed 

rock materials were used to pack the new column, the oil saturation of which was assumed as 

0.29.  

4.3 Results and discussion 

Oil production can be enhanced if the degree of oil content in the downhole environment 

can be determined. Presently, the oil industry uses “tracers” which only give information 

regarding entry and exit locations, but no information regarding downhole oil content. Our 

recently disclosed approach was the injection of a nanoreporter into the subsurface formation 

that would be recovered at the production well and analyzed for information about the subsurface 

oil content.13 Figure 4.1 outlines the use of a nanoreporter that can be extended to efficiently 

transport hydrophobic compounds (probe molecules) through rock formations followed by 

selectively releasing them when the rock contains oil. The hydrophobic compound serves as a 

probe during its downhole journey, reflecting the oil content in the oilfield rocks. If more oil is 

present, more probe molecules are released from the nanoreporter, and interrogation of the 

nanoreporter at the production site will give quantitative information regarding the oil content 

based upon the amount of probe molecules remaining on the nanoreporter. To develop a useful 

nanoreporter, the carrier should be stable to the subsurface conditions, able to endure harsh 

conditions such as high temperatures and salinities and should have mobility through different 

rocks. Accordingly, a new type of NP was designed and synthesized to solve the problem that the 

OCB-containing NPs had relatively poorer mobility in positively charged rocks such as dolomite 

or calcite due to electrostatic attraction (Figure 4.2a). PVA-grafted fCB (PVA-fCB) was obtained 

to overcome high zeta potential problem of OCB (Figure 4.2b). For optimization, we further 

changed the surface properties of the PVA-fCB NP by sulfonation (Figure 4.2c).17 It has been 
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demonstrated that sulfonation could significantly improve the stability of surfactants in high-

temperature and high-salinity environments.18 Here, 3.0 mL 1 M ClSO3H was added to the as-

synthesized PVA-fCB in DMSO and then the mixture was heated at 60 °C for 30 min to obtain 

lightly sulfonated PVA-fCB (LsPVA-fCB). Highly sulfonated PVA-fCB (HsPVA-fCB) was 

prepared by adding 4.5 mL 1 M ClSO3H and heating for 60 min at 75 °C. 

 

Figure 4.2 Synthesis of (a) functionalized carbon black (fCB); (b) PVA-modified fCB (PVA-fCB) 

and (c) sulfonated PVA-fCB (sPVA-fCB). Sulfonation yields units with -OSO3H pendants. The 

particle size of the carbon black is ~15 nm. 

In the next phase of research, a different brine solution, certified by the American 

Petroleum Institute (API), was used to disperse the fCB NPs. API standard brine (pH 6.4) has 

much higher salinity than the synthetic seawater typically used to disperse the OCB NPs in our 
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previous work, providing a more vigorous environment for maintaining dissolution. As Figure 

4.3a shows, when the temperature was elevated to 100 °C, the PVA(50k)-fCB NPs that were 

stable in synthetic seawater quickly precipitated and could not be redispersed in the API standard 

brine solution on cooling to room temperature. The LsPVA(50k)-fCB NPs did not precipitate but 

were stable at 100 °C (Figure 4.3b). However, the HsPVA(50k)-fCB was unstable in the API 

brine and formed a suspension (Figure 4.3c), indicating that light sulfonation produces the best 

results.  

 

Figure 4.3 Photographs taken of the (a) PVA(50k)-fCB; (b) LsPVA(50k)-fCB and (c) 

HsPVA(50k)-fCB at 100 °C. All NPs were suspended in API standard brine solution. The API 

standard brine solution was composed of 90% H2O, 8% NaCl and 2% CaCl2. 

In order to evaluate the fCB-containing NPs under more realistic conditions, transport of 

these NPs through porous media that mimic natural rocks in oil-fields19 was attempted. 

Sandstone and calcite, predominantly silica and calcium carbonate, which are often found in oil-

rich environments, were ground and sieved to ~106-250 μm particles, then packed into a glass 

column. Sandstone is composed of silica mineral which is negatively charged at neutral pH, 

whereas calcite is a carbonate mineral with a positive charge. After each column was prepared, 

the volume of liquid contained in the fully saturated column (pore volume) was calculated. The 

a b c 
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breakthrough efficiency of the PVA-fCB NPs was estimated by measuring the concentration of 

the PVA-fCB in the effluent (C) relative to the concentration in the influent (C0) as a function of 

the amount of solution passed through the column measured in pore volumes (PVs). The API 

brine was used to evaluate the breakthrough performance the fCB NPs. Figure 4.4 demonstrates 

the relative breakthrough efficiencies of three different fCB NPs when they were passed through 

either sandstone- or calcite-packed columns at 70 °C. The LsPVA(50k)-fCB NPs in API brine 

showed breakthrough in both rock types in spite of the harsh environment. The breakthrough in 

the sandstone quickly reached greater than 95% at ~4 PV, while the breakthrough in the calcite 

initially approached only 85% at similar PV and then gradually increased to complete 

breakthrough. The phenomenon that retards NP breakthrough in the calcite could be attributed to 

the bridging surface interactions between the LsPVA-fCB NPs, the salts in brine solution and the 

calcite surface. The zeta potential of the LsPVA(50k)-fCB was -9.6 mV, while the HsPVA(50k)-

fCB was -51.5 mV, providing a rationale for the fact that HsPVA(50k)-fCB NPs blocked the 

column and had poorer transporting performance in both rocks (see Figure 4.4 inset). HsPVA-

fCBs started to aggregate due to its high zeta potential causing intermolecular binging with 

calcium ion. The LsPVA-fCBs were largely unaffected due to the near-zero charge. Although the 

PVA(50k)-fCB NPs had almost zero surface charge, the presence of highly concentrated salts in 

the API brine apparently causes the PVA-fCB to become unstable. Compared to the fCB-based 

NPs, the OCB surface is highly negatively charged (ξ = -30.0 mV), probably due to the 

functionality introduced by the oxidative synthesis. However, the negatively charged surface is 

apparently shielded by the grafted polymer (PVA), decreasing the zeta potential of the 

PVA(50k)-OCB to -0.6 mV, similar to that of the PVA(50k)-fCB. The sulfonation then produced 

a negatively charged NP (ξ = -34.8 mV) for the HsPVA(50k)-OCB. Strong interactions between 
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the HsPVA(50k)-OCBs, the electrolytes in the brine and the positively charged rocks retard the 

breakthrough efficiency of the sPVA(50k)-OCBs. 

 

Figure 4.4 Breakthrough tests of PVA(50k)-fCB, LsPVA(50k)-fCB and HsPVA(50k)-fCB NPs 

in (a) sandstone and (b) calcite-packed columns at 70 °C. API standard brine solution was used 

as aqueous carrier solution, and NPs were injected into column at a flow rate of 8 mL/h and a 

linear velocity of 9.3 m/24 h. The inset in (b) shows that the HsPVA(50k)-fCB NPs block the 

column (black band at the top of the column), resulting in little breakthrough after about 6 PV. 

Based on the testing data, the LsPVA-fCB NP is a good candidate as nanoreporter for 

hydrocarbon detection due to its thermal stability and efficient mobility under critical 

environments. Thus, instead of the radioactive molecule PCB*, triheptylamine (THA) was 

selected as a model compound for hydrocarbon detection. The THA probe molecules could be 

adsorbed onto the LsPVA(50k)-fCB NPs to yield THA/LsPVA(50k)-fCB nanoreporter by 

mixing trace amount of THA (~5 μL) and 50 mL LsPVA(50k)-fCB aqueous solution. After 

keeping stirring for one day, the resulting solution was consequently passed through a size 

exclusive column (PD-10) in order to remove any unbound THA. The remained THA could be 

therefore thought to physically adsorb on the LsPVA(50k)-fCB hydrophobic domains, so that 
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they would not be filtered out by the PD-10 column. A control experiment was done using a 

brine solution of THA without any LsPVA(50k)-fCB NPs. The result showed extremely low 

levels of THA after the PD-10 column filtration, which means that the fCB core of NPs is 

required for the efficient transport of probe molecules, such as THA, through the PD-10 column. 

To simulate detection and quantitative analysis of the hydrocarbon content in downhole 

rocks, the THA/LsPVA(50k)-fCB nanoreporter was first diluted to ~20 ppm with the API brine 

and flowed through a calcite-packed column by an automatic injection system (Figure 4.5). The 

recovered solution was further monitored by UV-vis and electrospray mass spectroscopy (ESI-

MS) separately. The LsPVA(50k)-fCB NP in the effluent was measured by its UV absorbance at 

232 nm, while the THA was detected by the ESI-MS by observing the protonated molecular ion 

(m/z = 312.4). 

 

Figure 4.5 Apparatus setup for simulation of detection and quantitative analysis of the 

hydrocarbon content in downhole rocks. 20 ppm of the THA/LsPVA-fCB nanoreporter in API 

brine was loaded into the plastic syringe and breakthrough to a calcite-packed column with given 

concentration of isooctane. The effluent was recovered and analyzed independently. The C/C0 of 

the LsPVA(50k)-fCB NP was measured by its UV absorbance at 232 nm, while the THA was 

detected by electrospray mass spectroscopy (ESI-MS) by observing the protonated molecular ion 

(m/z = 312.4). 
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Figure 4.6 Breakthrough of THA/LsPVA(50k)-fCB nanoreporters in calcite-packed columns at 

25 °C without isooctane (a), with 26% isooctane saturation, (c) with 52% isooctane saturation, 

respectively.  

The THA/sPVA(50k)-fCB nanoreporters were subsequently flowed through a calcite 

columns impregnated with isooctane from 0 to 52% residue oil saturation to simulate trapped oil 

in the formation. Apparently, the breakthrough efficiency for the LsPVA(50k)-fCB NPs is 

independent upon the residue oil concentration, showing >95% breakthrough after 5 pore volume. 

However, the THA adsorbed on the LsPVA(50K)-fCB NPs had different degrees of 

breakthrough that depended, as hoped, upon the isooctane saturation (Figure 4.6b to 4.6c). 

Indeed, the percentage of THA released to the isooctance phase correlated closely to the 

concentration of isooctane in the columns (Figure 4.6d). 

In our previous work, the PVA-OCB NPs demonstrated an ability to deliver the 

hydrophobic PCB* through rock columns and selectively release PCB* into the oil phase38. The 

LsPVA(50k)-fCB NPs here also efficiently transport the mass-tagged THA probe molecules 
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through downhole porous media for hydrocarbon detection despite higher temperature and 

salinity in most types of rocks. 

In summary, we solved the stability problem of the PVA-OCB NPs at high temperatures 

by choosing appropriately sized (molecular weight) PVA for functionalization. The OCB core 

was replaced by the fCB composite core without changing its intrinsic properties. After 

sulfonation, the sPVA-fCB NPs exhibited stability at the high temperature and high salinity 

conditions expected in the downhole rock environment. The sPVA-fCB NPs efficiently 

transported mass-tagged probe molecules through a variety of oil-field rock types and selectively 

released the probe molecules into hydrocarbon-containing rocks. Based on the recovery of 

nanoreporters, one could quantitatively analyze the stranded downhole oil content. 
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5 NANOPARTICLES TRANSPORT 

5.1 Introduction 

The revolution of nanotechnology leads to the increasing applications of nanoparticles in 

many industry fields150-152. Nanoparticles, due to the small size, are supposed to transport 

through subsurface formation without affecting rock structure and thus have received 

considerable attention1-12. Nanoparticles have many unique physical, chemical and optical 

properties, which are not found in bulk samples with the same chemical composition9-10, 12, 153. 

Such nanoparticles, therefore, may be attractive as candidates to detect the chemical and physical 

properties underground, by directly interacting with the important targets. When applied in the 

aqueous environment, nanoparticles tend to interact with the rock surface, which may affect the 

mobility and stability of the nanoparticles154-155. Deposition of nanoparticles will remove the 

nanoparticles from the aqueous environment, and therefore understanding the fate and transport 

of nanoparticles is vitally important for determination of further application strategies11, 48, 83, 156.  

The deposition of nanoparticles onto rock surfaces includes two sequential steps: the 

transport process and the attachment process58, 157. The transport process describes the scenario 

that a nanoparticle moves from the bulk liquid to the surface of the rock surface and the transport 

process is controlled by advection, diffusion and gravity. During the attachment process, the 

nanoparticle surface and rock surface bind together by interaction forces. A comprehensive 

theory, known as Derjaguin-Landau-Verwy-Overbeak (DLVO) theory, was developed to 

evaluate these interaction forces62-63, 158. DLVO theory can be used to assess the total interaction 

forces as a function of the separating distance between two charged surfaces. These total 

interaction forces consist of the contributions from Coulombic interactions, which can be 
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attractive or repulsive, and van der Waals interactions, which are always attractive. However, 

since most of manufactured nanopaticles have been functionalized with polymers or surfactants 

to improve the transport behavior in environment48, 79, 81-84, there are other effects, which are not 

covered in DLVO theory, arising from those adsorbed polymers or surfactants. These 

hydrophilic polymers and surfactant molecules will be hydrated in the aqueous environment. 

When these hydrophilic chains approach each other, interpenetration of the hydrated chains will 

generate dehydration and hence increasing free energy and repulsion force. The phenomenon is 

called steric stabilization and the interaction to stabilize particles is called steric interaction87. 

Therefore, functional polymers or surfactants can electrostatically or sterically improve the 

stability and mobility of nanoparticles, and the efficiency will rely on ionic strength, cation type, 

and temperature of fluid as well as physical and chemical characteristics of the rock surface83. 

Nanoparticle stability and mobility in porous media have been studied by many 

researchers, but all of experiments have been tested in simple experimental conditions, such as 

either deionized water or low salinity solutions and room temperature11, 42, 48 which cannot 

represent most aquifer conditions. For typical ground water, the concentration of monovalent 

cations (e.g., Na+ and K+) is 1-200 mg/L, divalent cations (e.g., Mg2+ and Ca2+) is 0.2-20 mg/L 

and concentration of total dissolved solids is 10-5000 mg/L159-161. For some extreme conditions, 

the concentration can reach as high as 4540 mg/L Ca2+, 2740 mg/L Na+ and 20338 mg/L total 

dissolved solid for ground water sample from metamorphic rocks in Canada162. It is reported that 

the temperature of hot springs water can be as high as 70 °C159-160.  With increasing temperature 

and ionic strength, the state of the polymers or surfactant coating might transfer from an 

expanded coil state through an ideal coil state to a collapsed globule state and as a result, the 

decreased radius of gyration of the chains will affect the steric interactions88. It is likely that 
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ionic strength and temperature conditions will have a significant effect on the subsurface 

nanoparticles transport behavior, but there is no systematic study reported.  Understanding the 

interactions between rock surface and effects of ionic strength and temperature can be used to 

evaluate the travel distance based on the coating types and the site conditions.  

The objective of this study is to improve the understanding of the transport and retention 

of surface-modified nanoparticles in more realistic subsurface conditions. This study also 

quantifies the sensitivity of different surface coating to different temperature. Transport 

behaviors of different nanoparticles in sandstone packed columns are evaluated. A single 

collector efficiency model is used to calculate the experimentally obtained attachment efficiency 

(α), based on breakthrough data collected in sandstone packed columns. Modified DLVO theory 

together with Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution is used to develop the equation to calculate the 

theoretical attachment. The accuracy of the equation was evaluated using the experimental data.  

5.2 Materials and Methods 

Nanoparticles.  Nanoparticles were synthesized the same as what described in the paper38.  The 

concentrations of nanoparticles used in the columns study were about 10 mg/L, unless indicated. 

The particles size distribution and zeta potential were analyzed by using dynamic light scattering 

(DLS). The size and morphology were studied by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images. 

Characterizations details were described in the previous papers26, 126.   

Synthetic seawater preparation. Unless note otherwise, all chemicals were purchased from 

Sigma-Aldrich and used without further purification unless otherwise stated. Synthetic seawater 

were prepared by adding salts into deionized water with the following concentrations: KCl 

(1.478 g/L), CaCl2 (0.386 g/L), MgCl2 (0.523 g/L), NaCl (28.311 g/L), Na2SO4 (0.072 g/L) and 

NaHCO3 (0.181 g/L).  
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Column preparation. Ground sandstone with size from 106 to 250 µm were slowly packed into 

the glass column, length about 6-7 cm (Omnifit borosilicate glass columns with an adjustable 

end piece, cross sectional area = 0.34 cm2, Bio-Chem Valve Inc., Boonton, NJ). The packed rock 

materials were retained by 10 μm stainless steel screens (Valco Instruments Inc., Houston, TX) 

on both sides of the column. A three-way valve was used to connect a 60 mL plastic syringe and 

the column. The whole system was connected by PTFE tubing (Omnifit). The packed columns 

were flush with CO2 (purity > 99%) for 30 min to remove the trapped air bubbles. Then the 

columns were flushed with synthetic seawater at a flow rate of 8 mL/h for 24h to stabilize rock 

grains. Tritiated water, as a non-reactive tracer, was injected into the columns to characterize the 

porosity and dispersity of the column.  

Nanomaterial sample breakthrough. The nanopaticles were suspended in the synthetic 

seawater and was filtered through a PES filter of 0.45 μm pore size (Whatman, USA). The 

nanoparticles suspension was pumped (New Era Pump System Inc., Wantagh, N.Y.) to the 

columns at a linear average velocity of 9.3m/d. The effluent was collected in 2 mL glass vials. 

The concentration of nanoparticles was measured by UV-visible spectrophotometer (DR/4000, 

HACH Company, Loveland, CO) at 232 nm. When the breakthrough reached a plateau, the 

column was flushed with nanoparticle-free synthetic seawater. 

5.3 Theory  

Particle attachment calculation based on column breakthrough study. The single collector 

efficiency model is used to calculate the dimensionless deposition rate 0  by Eqn. 5-158. 

 0 D I G      (5-1) 
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where 
0  is the possibility that a nanoparticle can transport to the collector grain surface 

through the three modes of transport; 
D , 

I , and 
G  are the collector efficiency for 

collision caused by diffusion, interception and gravity, respectively. The attachment 

efficiency ( ) is defined as the ratio of possibility that a nanoparticle can attach to the 

collector surface to the possibility that a nanoparticle can transport to the collector grain 

surface. The attachment efficiency ( ) shows the fraction of collision between nanoparticle 

and collector that result in attachment. The attachment efficiency can be estimated by 

column breakthrough study using Eqn. 5-2. 

  
exp

0 0

2d C
ln

3 1 L C

 
    

   
  (5-2) 

where d  is the average diameter of the collector(L),  is the porosity of the porous media, which 

is a constant for a specific column, L  is the length of column (L), C  is the effluent 

concentration of particles(ML-3), 
0C is the initial concentration and  is the clean bed collector 

efficiency(ML-3).  

The clean bed collector efficiency was developed by Tufenkji and Elimelech59.  

 
1

0.081 0.715 0.052 1.675 0.125 0.24 1.11 0.0533
0 s R Pe vdw s R A R G vdW2.4A N N N 0.55A N N 0.22N N N       (5-3) 

where sA  is the porosity-dependent parameter of Happel’s model, RN  is the aspect ratio, PeN  is 

the Peclet number, vdWN  is the van der Waals number, AN  attraction number, and GN  is the 

gravity number obtained by combining three dimensionless parameters. 

Particle attachment calculation based on modified DLVO theory together with Maxwell-

Boltzmann distribution.  

Since the size of nanoparticles is less than 100nm, Brøsted concept of transition theory 

can be used to explain the deposition process, which means that deposition occurs only when 
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kinetic energy of the nanoparticles is larger than the interaction energy barrier and thus effective 

collision for successful deposition could happen163. For small size nanoparticles, the movement 

in the solution should be Brownian motion, which means the kinetic energy distribution should 

follow Maxwell-Boltzmann theory. Maxwell-Boltzman distribution requires that the dispersed 

nanoparticles can be treated as Brownian particles in dilute system164. 
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 (5-4) 

where m  is the molecular mass, Bk  is the Boltzmann constant ( 23 J1.38 10
K

 ), T  is the 

temperature (T), v  is the velocity of random motion (MT-1) , bE  is the energy barrier getting 

from modified DLVO theory and steric interaction (ML2T-2), E  is the random kinetic energy of 

nanoparticles (ML2T-2) and   represents for hydrodynamic damping effect on the kinetic energy 

distribution of nanoparticles. 

5.4 Results and Discussions 

5.4.1 Effect of ionic strength 

With the increasing ionic strength, the breakthrough behavior of PVB(50K)-CB drops 

rapidly (Figure 5.1). Because of the increasing ionic strength, the deposition constant increases 

dramatically, which may be explained by the reduced electrostatic repulsion between 

nanoparticle and rock surface in high ionic strength solutions. The attached polymer coating will 
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also dehydrate in the high ionic strength solution, which will also cause the increase deposition 

constant.  

Figure 5.1 Effect of ionic strength on PVA(50K)-CB breakthrough behaviors 

Table 5.1Model simulation results for PVA(50K)-CB nanoparticles breakthrough  

 R2 kdep 

(min-1) 

±S.D. 

kdep 

Smax  

(mg/g) 

±S.D. 

Smax 

kdet 

(min-1) 

±S.D. kdet 

seawater 0.997 0.105 0.018 0.14 0.017 2.30E-5 3.30E-3 

API 0.03 0.37 0.084 4.67E2 1.04E4 5.51E-3 3.82E-3 

5.4.2 Effect of rock grain 

The breakthrough behavior of PVB(50K)-CB in different rock grain pack columes are 

similar (Figure 5.2). 90% of nanoparticles will breakthrough in 4 pore volumes in all three types 

of columns. But retardation factor for breakthrough in the sandstone is relatively smaller than the 

breakthrough curves in other tow grains packed columns. The phenomena can be explained by 
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the maximum saturation constant Smax. The maximum saturation constant is about 0.139 in 

sandstone columns, which means that the adsorption site of sandstone will be filled more rapidly 

than other grains. 

 

 

Figure 5.2 Effect of rock grain on PVA(50K)-CB breakthrough behavior 

Table 5.2 Effect of rock grain on PVA(50K)-CB breakthrough behavior 

 
R

2

 k
dep

 (min
-1

) 
±S.D. k

dep
 S

max 
 

(mg/g) 

±S.D. S
max

 k
det

 

(min
-1

) 

±S.D. k
det

 

Dolomite 0.991 0.556 0.438 0.247 2.35E-2 2.34E-2 1.74E-2 

Calcite 0.968 0.236 7.95E-2 1.00E3 4.25E6 3.04E-1 1.15E-1 

Sandstone 0.997 0.105 1.8E-2 0.139 1.73E-2 2.30E-5 4.80E-3 
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5.4.3 Effect of different molecular weight of polymer coatings 

High molecule weight polymer coating will provide more steric repulsion at high 

temperature. The polymer coating will shrink at high temperature environment, but high 

molecule weight polymer will carry more water molecules, which means the dehydrate extent for 

high molecular weight polymer is lower.  

 

Figure 5.3 Effect of different molecular weight of polymer coating in 70 °C 

Table 5.3 Effect of different molecular weight of polymer coating in 70 °C 

 R2 kdep (min-1) ±S.D. kdep Smax  

(mg/g) 

±S.D.  

Smax 

kdet 

(min-1) 

±S.D. kdet 

2K 0.213 0.450 2.45E-2 48.2 24.6 9.57E-4 5.66E-4 

10K 0.628 0.496 2.01E-2 20.82 7.66 1.16E-4 3.66E-4 

50K 0.997 0.109 1.71E-2 0.149 1.75E-2 2.84E-3 4.80E-3 
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100k 0.594 5.11E-2 3.29E-2 1.03 1.13 3.41E-5 1.03E-2 

5.4.4 Effect of temperature  

With increasing temperature, the polymer coating will be dehydrated, which means the 

steric repulsion provided by polymer will decrease with increasing temperature. When the steric 

repulsion is smaller than van der Waals attraction, nanoparticles tend to deposit onto rock surface.  

 

Figure 5.4 Effect of different temperatures on PVA(2K)-CB breakthrough 

Table 5.4 Effect of different temperatures on PVA(2K)-CB breakthrough 

 R2 kdep (min-

1) 

±S.D. 

kdep 

Smax  

(mg/g) 

±S.D. 

Smax 

kdet 

(min-

1) 

±S.D. 

kdet 

25 C 0.918 9.02E-2 0.223 7.03E-2 0.279 0.146 0.965 

50 C 0.983 3.84E-2 6.28E-3 3.38 1.30 4.70E-

3 

2.35E-

3 
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70 C 0.911 0.314 1.36E-2 14.13 2.91 2.57E-

3 

4.92E-

4 

 

5.4.5 Effect of flow rate 

Model simulation shows Smax decrease with increasing velocity. Because less deposition 

sites are available, nanoparticles injected with larger velocity should have less retention. 

 

 

Figure 5.5 Effect of flow rate on PVA(50K)-CB breakthrough behavior 

Table 5.5 Effect of flow rate on PVA(50K)-CB breakthrough behavior 

 R2 kdep (min-1) ±S.D. kdep Smax  

(mg/g) 

±S.D. Smax kdet 

(min-1) 

±S.D. 

kdet 

1 mL/h 0.960 0.305 0.112 0.550 8.40E-2 8.45E-5 6.56E-
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4 mL/h 0.995 0.327 6.08E-2 2.80E2 2.00E2 0.503 0.109 

8 mL/h 0.971 4.45E-2 3.33E-2 2.91E-2 0.27 0.19 0.75 

5.5 Summary 

People have a keen need for quantitative analysis of deposition on deposition of 

nanoparticles, which determines the fate, transport and application strategies of nanoparticles. 

The transport and retention of surface-modified nanoparticles were studied in more realistic 

subsurface conditions. Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution coupled with modified DLVO theory 

was used as a tool to evaluate the attachment efficiency of nanoparticles deposition in this study. 

The theoretical attachment efficiency data successfully interpret the effects of ionic strength, 

type of rock grain, temperature, flow rate and different molecular weight coatings on 

nanoparticles deposition. The experimental obtained attached efficiency data have been 

compared with the theoretical data and a good agreement has been obtained for modified carbon 

black nanoparticles under various conditions.  
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6 CARBON-BASED NANOREPORTERS DESIGNED FOR SUBSURFACE 

HYDROGEN SULFIDE DETECTION 

This Chapter was modified from paper “Carbon-Based Nanoreporters Designed for Subsurface Hydrogen Sulfide Detection”. 

6.1 Introduction 

Hydrogen sulfide is considered a broad spectrum poison that can adversely affect several 

different systems in the human body165. The toxicity of H2S is even stronger than that of 

hydrogen cyanide in terms of the half maximal inhibitory concentration (IC50)166. It is worth 

noticing that the human nose quickly becomes desensitized to H2S, leading to an inability to 

detect higher concentrations of H2S that could cause rapid death. After exposure to nonlethal 

levels of H2S, humans may suffer sore throats, shortness of breath, and dizziness167. Recent 

studies also observed that H2S is a biologically important signaling molecule in various tissues 

and processes including pain and inflammation168; therefore, chemists have synthesized a series 

of fluorescent probes for H2S detection. We capitalize upon those probes here for downhole 

detection of H2S in oilfields. 

The presence of H2S has a significant impact on the quality of crude oil in which it is 

found. Decayed organic material (kerogen) that is found in sedimentary rock formations can 

have high sulfur content. During thermal decomposition of the kerogen into crude oil or natural 

gas, H2S can be one of the products169. As a result, crude oil and natural gas inherently contain 

varying amounts of H2S depending on the original sulfur content of the kerogen169. Crude oil is 

classified as “sour” when it contains a total sulfur content greater than 0.5%. Among these sulfur 

species, H2S is the one of main impurities in sour crude. The sour crude is toxic and corrosive to 
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the materials of construction in pipelines and other holding and transportation vessels. The sulfur 

impurities must be reduced to varying levels by additional refining steps. The reduction levels 

depend upon regulations and the targeted product slate before being refined into distilled 

products. These extra steps normally result in higher-priced fuel products than those made from 

“sweet”, or low-sulfur content, crude oil. Today's oil refineries are facing a problem as they have 

limited capacities to process the increasing amounts of sour crude being produced, especially 

regarding the processing of the heavier sour grades of crude oil. The amount of sulfur in a 

sample of crude depends on where it was found. If the concentration of the sulfur species in the 

subsurface could be accurately monitored, then geologists might be able to evaluate the quality 

of the crude before large scale extraction ensues. 

The presence of H2S also has a significant impact on the quality of crude oil in which it is 

found. Decayed organic material (kerogen) that is found in sedimentary rock formations can 

have high sulfur content. During thermal decomposition of the kerogen into crude oil or natural 

gas, H2S can be one the products168. As a result, crude oil and natural gas inherently contain 

varying amounts of H2S depending on the original sulfur content of the kerogen168. Crude oil is 

classified as “sour” when it contains a total sulfur content greater than 0.5%170, 172170, 172169, 171168, 

170168, 170. Among these sulfur species, H2S is the one of main impurities in sour crude. The sour 

crude is toxic and corrosive to the materials of construction in pipelines and other holding and 

transportation vessels. The sulfur impurities must be reduced to varying levels by additional 

refining steps. The reduction levels depend upon regulations and the targeted project slate before 

being refined into distilled products. These extra steps normally result in higher priced fuel 

products than those made from “sweet”, or low-sulfur content, crude oil171171170169169. Today's oil 

refineries are facing a problem as they have limited capacities to process the increasing amounts 
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of sour crude being produced, especially regarding the processing of the heavier sour grades of 

crude oil171171170169169. Since the sulfur amount in a sample of crude depends on where it was 

found, if the concentration of the sulfur species in the subsurface could be accurately monitored, 

then geologists might be able to evaluate the quality of the crude before large scale extraction 

ensues. 

Recently, nanomaterials have been studied for transport through porous media10, 35-37, 42, 

146, 173-174 and they are expected to have significantly different transport behaviors than traditional 

polymers. For instance, injecting nanoparticles (NPs) through simulated downhole porous media 

provides an innovative approach for subsurface oil detection and enhanced oil recovery37-38, 173, 

175. Among these techniques, however, the design of a NP with an acceptable terrestrial transport 

efficiency is considered a formidable challenge because the NPs are prone to aggregation in the 

downhole environment of high temperature and high salinity, which could greatly restrain NP 

transport, decreasing the breakthrough efficiency. 

In recent work, we developed a carbon black (CB)-based NP with high mobility and 

thermal stability that survives high temperature and high salinity conditions so that it could 

efficiently transport the cargo molecules through simulated downhole formations, effectively 

conducting subsurface exploration as a nanoreporter7. These results have implications in 

downhole oil detection, enhanced oil recovery and environmental remediation of contaminated 

land.  

Here, we synthesized a newly designed nanoreporter by attaching H2S-sensitive probe 

molecules onto the NPs; these functionalized NPs have the potential to detect H2S downhole 

with real-time assessment upon return to the surface. Based on prior work, the functionalized 

NPs should have high mobility and stability in the downhole environment. Figure 5.1 is a 
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scheme that outlines the use of a nanoreporter to detect subsurface H2S. When the nanoreporter 

is pumped downhole, the H2S-responsive nanoreporter would react with H2S trapped in the water 

and oil deposits. The fluorescent properties of the functionalized NP would change, based on the 

concentration of the H2S and the degree of functionalization. By interrogation of the 

nanoreporter in the effluent at the production well, analysis of the fluorescence emission could 

give quantitative information regarding the downhole H2S content.  

 

Figure 6.1 Schematic diagram of subsurface H2S detection by nanoreporters bearing fluorescent 

probe molecules that are transported through rocks in the subsurface by pumping. The 

fluorescent properties of the functionalized NP would change based on the concentration of H2S 

and the degree of functionalization of the NP. By the interrogation of the nanoreporter in the 

effluent at the production well, analysis of the fluorescence emission could give quantitative 

information regarding the H2S content.  
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6.2 Materials and Methods 

6.2.1 Synthesis of carboxyl-functionalized CB 

3 g of 15 nm carbon black (Monarch 1100, Cabot) was added to 100 mL THF in a 250 

mL round-bottom flask fixed with a stir bar and a rubber septum. The mixture was bath-

sonicated (Cole-Parmer ultrasonic cleaner) for 3 h and then 6 g (21 mmol) of 4,4′-azobis(4-

cyanopentanoic acid) (ACPA) (2.0 g, 7.0 mmol) was added to the flask. Then reaction mixture 

was stirred at 65 to 70 °C for 3 d and a second portion of ACPA (2.0 g, 7.0 mmol) and a third 

portion (2.0 g, 7.0 mmol) was added on d 2 and d 3. After reaction, the mixture was filtered 

through a 0.45 µm PTFE member and the black solid was washed with THF (3 ×), ethanol (3 ×) 

and acetone (3 ×). Then the solid was dried at 60 °C under vacuum (100 Torr). 

6.2.2  Synthesis of PVA-grafted carboxyl-functionalized CB (PVA-CB) 

25 mg of carboxyl-functionalized CB and 1 g of PVA (PVA(2k), PVA(10k), PVA(50k) 

or PVA(100k)) were added to 25 mL of anhydrous DMSO in a 50 mL round-bottom flask. The 

mixture was sonicated for 3 h until carboxyl-functionalized CB and PVA were well-dispersed 

(for PVA(50k) and PVA(100k), the mixture was heated at 90 °C to dissolve the PVA and then 

cooled to room temperature and sonicated (Cole-Parmer ultrasonic cleaner) for 1 h). Then 0.2 g 

(0.97 mmol) of N,N'-dicyclohexylcarbodiimide (DCC) and 0.02 g (0.16 mmol) of 4-

dimethylaminopyridine (DMAP) were added. The reaction mixture was stirred at room 

temperature for 24 h, transferred to a dialysis bag (MWCO = 300 k) and dialyzed in running DI 

water for 1 week. The product was filtered through a 0.22 µm Millipore Express PES membrane 

filter to obtain the PVA-CB solution (approximate 200 mL, 120 ppm). 
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6.2.3 Preparation of the probe molecule 6-(5-(hydroxyamino)-1,3-dioxo-1H-

benzo[de]isoquinolin-2(3H)-yl)hexanoic acid, compound 3 

3-Nitro-1,8-naphthalic anhydride (1) (1.08 g, 4.44 mmol) and 6-aminocaproic acid (1.165 

g, 8.88 mmol) were added to 50 mL anhydrous DMF and the mixture was heated to 120 °C for 5 

h. Then the DMF was evaporated at 90 °C under vacuum using a rotary evaporator equipped 

with a mechanical pump. The product was purified by silica gel chromatography 

(CH2Cl2:CH3OH = 100:2) to give compound 2, 1.265 g, 80% yield of the intermediate, 6-(5-

nitro-1,3-dioxo-1H-benzo[de]isoquinolin-2(3H)-yl)hexanoic acid. The samples were 

characterized and shown in Figure 5.2, Figure 5.3, Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5. FTIR (neat): 1530, 

1598, 1625, 1658, 1700, 2620, 2867, 2947, 3075 cm-1. 1H NMR (500 MHz, DMSO-d6, 293 K): 

δ 12.01 (br, 1H), 9.48 (d, J = 2.3 Hz, 1 H), 8.96 (d, J = 2.3 Hz, 1 H), 8.78 (dddd, J = 8.3, 1.2, 0.4 

Hz, 1 H), 8.68 (dd, J = 7.3, 1.2 Hz, 1 H), 8.06 (dd, J = 8.2, 7.3 Hz, 1 H), 4.05 (t, J = 7.4 Hz, 2 H), 

2.21 (t, J = 7.3 Hz, 2 H), 1.65 (quin, J = 7.5 Hz, 2 H), 1.55 (quin, J = 7.5 Hz, 2 H), 1.36 (m, 2 H). 

MS (ESI) m/z calcd for [M - H]- C18H15N2O6 355.10, found 355.10. Compound 2 (300 mg, 0.84 

mmol) and Rh/C (5%, 50 mg) were mixed in 50 mL THF at 0 °C, followed by the addition of 

hydrazine hydrate solution (80%, 60 µL, 62 mg, 1.93 mmol) to the mixture with vigorous stirring 

for another 5 h at 0 °C. The THF was evaporated and the product, 6-(5-(hydroxyamino)-1,3-

dioxo-1H-benzo[de]isoquinolin-2(3H)-yl)hexanoic acid, was purified by silica chromatography 

(CH2Cl2 : CH3OH = 10 : 1). The yield of 3 was 109 mg, 38%. FTIR (neat): 1592, 1625, 1660, 

1695, 2647, 2869, 2889, 2981, 3074, 3270 cm-1. 1H NMR (500 MHz, DMSO-d6, 293 K): δ = 

1.34 (m, 2 H), 1.54 (quin, J = 7.5 Hz, 2 H), 1.62 (quin, J = 7.5 Hz, 2 H), 2.19 (t, J = 7.3 Hz, 2 H), 

4.01 (t, J = 7.5 Hz, 2 H), 7.68 (d, J = 2.1 Hz, 1 H), 7.72 (dd, J = 8.2, 7.3, 1 H), 8.02 (d, J = 2.3, 1 
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H), 8.20 (dd, J = 7.3, 1.2 Hz, 1 H), 8.24 (dddd, J = 8.3, 1.2, 0.4 Hz, 1 H), 8.87 (s, 1H), 9.07 (s, 1 

H), 12.01 (br s, 1 H). MS (ESI) m/z calcd for [M - H]- C18H17N2O5 341.12, found 341.12. 
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Figure 6.2 ATR-IR spectra for (a) the starting material 1, (b) intermediate 2, and (c) product 3 
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Figure 6.3 Electrospray ionization mass spectrometry (ESI-MS) was used to characterize (a) 

compound 2 and (b) compound 3. Analyses in negative ion mode showed two dominant peaks of 

the mass-to-charge ratio (m/z) at 355.10 and 341.12 that could be exactly matched to the parent 

ions of 2 and 3 after deprotonation. 
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Figure 6.4  1H NMR (500 MHz, DMSO-d6, 293 K) of compound 2 
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Figure 6.5 1H NMR (500 MHz, DMSO-d6, 293 K) of compound 3. 

6.2.4 Preparation of the Probe Molecule-PVA-CB (FP-PVA-CB) 

25 mg of carboxyl-functionalized CB and 1 g of PVA(50k) were added to 25 mL 

anhydrous DMSO in a 50 mL round-bottom flask. The mixture was bath-sonicated for 3 h and 

heated at 90 °C for 5 min until the CB and PVA were well dispersed. After it was cooled to room 

temperature, 0.20 g of DCC (1.00 mmol) and 20 mg of DMAP (0.16 mmol) were subsequently 

added to the flask and then the mixture was stirred at room temperature for another 24 h. 

Compound 3 (100 mg, 0.29 mmol) was added to the flask and the mixtures was stirred for 24 h. 

Then the reaction mixture was transferred to a dialysis bag (MWCO = 50 k) and dialyzed in 
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DMSO (500 mL) for 1 day (DMSO was changed every 8 h) and against running DI water 

(MWCO = 300 k) for one week, followed by filtering through a 0.22 µm Millipore Express PES 

membrane filter (approximately 200 mL, 120 ppm). 

6.2.5 Preparation of Seawater. 

The synthetic seawater was prepared by mixing the following in DI water: NaCl (28.311 

g/L), Na2SO4 (0.072 g/L), NaHCO3 (0.181 g/L), KCl (1.478 g/L), CaCl2 (0.386 g/L) and MgCl2 

(0.523 g/L). 

6.3 Results and discussions 

To prepare the thermally stable and mobile CB-based NPs, 15-nm CB (Cabot) was first 

functionalized with carboxylic groups by using the radical initiator 4,4’-azobis(4-cyanopentanoic 

acid) (ACPA) that produces a carboxyl group-functionalized CB7, 176. 2,000 molecular weight 

polyvinyl alcohol (PVA(2k)) was subsequently grafted onto the carboxyl-functionalized CB core 

by the condensation of hydroxyl groups of the PVA with the carboxyl groups through a N,N’-

dicyclohexylcarbodiimide (DCC) coupling reaction. Unbound PVA was removed by dialysis of 

the reaction product against running DI water. The PVA(2k) grafted-CB (PVA(2k)-CB) was 

finally obtained. 

Figure 5.6(A) shows the attenuated total reflectance infrared (ATR-IR) spectra of the CB 

after the PVA(2k) modification. The PVA(2k)-CB spectrum was observed to have two broad 

peaks centered at 3320 and 2920 cm-1 that correspond to the stretching modes of the O-H and C-

H, respectively, groups on the PVA177. The peak at 1735 cm-1 was assigned to carbonyl 

vibrations of the ester groups on the PVA(2k)-CB NPs, which confirmed that the PVA was 

grafted through chemical functionalization to the CB surface instead of only being physisorbed7. 

Extended dialysis treatment (7 days) was assumed to have removed all non-covalently bound 
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PVA. The adsorption band from 1000 to 1300 cm-1 was attributed to C-O-C and C-OH stretching 

due to ester, ether and carbinol moieties. High resolution X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) 

was further used to analyze the surface chemical structures on the PVA(2k)-CB so as to 

corroborate the ATR-IR analysis. The C1s XPS spectrum of the PVA(2k)-CB (Fig. 5.6A, inset) 

showed two apparent peaks at 284.8 and 286.2 eV, which can be attributed to the sp2-carbon on 

the carboxyl-functionalized CB and the carbon attached to the OH group, respectively178. Also, a 

weak band ~289.0 eV can be assigned to the carbon in the ester group, further evidence that the 

PVA polymers were covalently attached to the CB surface. Since the polymer brushes are 

assumed to surround the CB core via the ester linkages and therefore create a thick protective 

shell, the corresponding XPS signal from the ester group was weakened. Thermogravimetric 

analysis (TGA) also provides evidence for the amount of the PVA on the CB cores (Fig. 5.6B). 

The PVA(2k)-CB showed 87 wt% loss from 250 to 500 °C, which is reasonably attributed to the 

decomposition of the PVA(2k)-CB as compared to the profile of the starting polymer PVA(2k). 
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Figure 6.6 (A) ATR-IR spectra of the PVA(2k)-CB NPs, including an inset that is the high 

resolution C1s XPS of the NPs. (B) TGA of the PVA(2k)-CB NPs and the PVA(2k) as a control 

group. Samples were pretreated at 120 °C for dehydration prior to being heated to 900 °C at a 

rate of 3 °C/min in argon. 

Figure 5.7 shows scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of the PVA(2K)-CB. 

These NPs samples were prepared by precipitating the concentrated PVA(2k)-CB in 500 mL 

acetone followed by filtration and drying of the filter cake under vacuum (~100 Torr) overnight 

at ambient temperature. Even though these NPs showed agglomeration due to the bridging effect 

between the polymers in the acetone, they still retained the spherical shape characteristic of 

carbon black.  

A colloidal system can be stable if the repulsive forces that exist between the particles 

prevail over the attractive forces as the particles approach one another. The CB bearing carboxyl 

groups could be expected to have negative surface charges under neutral pH; therefore, the 

electrostatic repulsion between those charged NPs provides a stabilizing mechanism in the 

colloidal system. It is therefore possible for the carboxyl-functionalized CB to be dispersed in 
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deionized water after sonication (Fig. 5.8A). After 6 h without sonication, the carboxyl-

functionalized CB particles precipitated as a result of insufficient electrostatic stabilization (Fig. 

5.8B). This assumption could be indirectly supported by dispersing the carboxyl-functionalized 

CB into a synthetic seawater solution (see the Supporting Information) because these charge-

stabilized NPs are sensitive to addition of salt, in particular high valency counter ions179. When 

the electrolyte concentration increases, the corresponding Debye length of the colloidal system 

lessens, and the decay of the electrostatic stabilization rapidly causes the NPs to agglomerate 

(Fig. 5.8C)180. When the carboxyl-functionalized CB was further functionalized with PVA(2k), 

the colloidal system was stabilized via the steric repulsive force between the polymer brushes 

(Fig. 5.8D). Unfortunately, the PVA(2k)-FCB did not remain well-dispersed and the solution 

became turbid as the temperature was elevated to 70 °C, the cloud point of the PVA(2k), above 

which aggregations of the NPs could be expected (Fig. 4E)62, 158. Functionalization with longer 

chain stabilizing polymers, such as PVA(50k) and PVA(100k), with cloud points that are higher 

than that of the PVA(2k), the CB colloidal system remained stable in synthetic seawater at high 

temperature (100 °C, Fig. 5.8F,G). 

 

Figure 6.7 SEM images taken from the PVA(2k)-CB. The NPs originally dispersed in aqueous 

solution were concentrated, followed by being precipitated through the addition of acetone. The 

scale bar for each image from left to right is 20, 5 and 1 μm, respectively. 

20 μm 5 μm 1 μm
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Figure 6.8 Photographs taken from (A) the carboxyl-functionalized CB dispersed in DI-water 

after sonication. (B) After 6 h without sonication, the carboxyl-functionalized CB NPs 

precipitated from the suspension. (C) In spite of sonication, the carboxyl-functionalized CB NPs 

could not be dispersed in synthetic seawater. (D) After functionalization with the PVA(2k) 

polymer brushes, the PVA(2k)-CB NPs were stable in synthetic seawater without precipitation at 

room temperature. (E) When the temperature was elevated to 70 °C, the colloidal system became 

cloudy as the temperature reached the cloud point of the PVA(2k) and the particles precipitated. 

Both (F) PVA(50k)-CB and (G) PVA(100k)-CB were stable colloidal systems in synthetic 

seawater at 100 °C. 

To quantify particle size at different temperatures, dynamic light scattering (DLS) was 

applied to observe the changes in particle sizes of the PVA-CB over a temperature range from 25 

to 70 °C. All NPs were purified by filtration through a 0.22 μm Millipore Express PES 

membrane filter, followed by dispersion in the synthetic seawater prior to the light scattering 

measurements. The PVA-CB, hydrodynamic radii were all similar at 25 °C. However, the 

particle size of the PVA(2k)-CB and the PVA(10k)-CB drastically increased with elevated 

temperature as expected by the Stokes-Einstein equation; their particle sizes increased to 530 and 

500 nm, respectively, at 70 °C. Compared to PVA(2k) and PVA(10k), PVA(50k) and PVA(100k) 

provided CB with sufficient steric repulsion so that the functionalized CB NPs were stable with 

no apparent agglomeration. The instability at lower molecular can be attributed to the thermal-

induced loss of the water molecules surrounding the smaller PVA polymer chain, resulting in 

aggregation. 
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Figure 6.9 Temperature-dependent DLS measurements for the CB NPs after being modified with 

a variety of PVA molecular weights. All of the PVA-CB NPs were purified by filtration through 

a 0.22 μm membrane filter, followed by dispersion in seawater before the DLS measurement. 

The system temperature was elevated from 25 to 70 °C at a heating rate of ~ 5 °C/min. 

In order to evaluate the PVA-CB NPs under more challenging conditions, the NPs were 

pumped through sandstone, a natural rock that is commonly found in oil fields, to mimic an 

oilfield environment181. The ground sandstone (89-251 μm) was packed into a glass column. The 

corresponding pore volume (PV) of the sandstone-packed column could be calculated by 

saturating the column with liquid. The concentration of the PVA-CB NPs in the effluent (C) 

relative to the initial concentration in the influent (C0) was measured by its UV absorbance at 

232 nm and the C/C0 ratio was then used to evaluate the transport efficiency for the PVA-CB NPs. 

Figure 5.10 shows the relative breakthrough performances of the PVA-CB modified by different 

molecular weight PVA, while they were pumped through the sandstone-packed column at 70 °C. 

The PVA(50k)-CB and the PVA(100k)-CB yielded asymmetrical breakthrough curves that 

reached ~ 80% in 7 PV; PVA(2k)-CB and PVA(10k)-CB did not smoothly flow through but 

blocked the column, finally resulting in limited breakthrough efficiencies. These outcomes were 
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in agreement with the DLS results. According to the data, the PVA(50k)-CB and the 

PVA(100k)-CB NPs would be the better transporter candidates for nanoreporter downhole 

exploration because of their thermal stabilities and efficient mobilities under critical 

environmental conditions. 
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Figure 6.10 Breakthrough studies for PVA-CB NPs in sandstone-packed columns. Synthetic 

seawater prepared to be equivalent to seawater was chosen as the carrier solution for the NPs. 

The temperature remained at 70 °C during the injection process and transport, with a flow rate of 

8 mL/h and a linear velocity of 9.3 m/d. The percentage of PVA-CB NPs in the effluent (C) 

relative to the influent (C0) was determined by UV spectroscopy. The arrows indicate when the 

flow was switched from the PVA-CB NPs to pure synthetic seawater. 

The PVA-CB NPs were next functionalized to monitor H2S concentration downhole. This 

was done using molecules designed for selective imaging of H2S in living cells, a probe reported 

to afford highly sensitive and selective monitoring of H2S by a turn-on fluorescence signal 

enhancement182. Inspired by the structure of the new probe, a naphthalimide-based molecule was 
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selected as a model compound to functionalize the PVA(50k)-CB. The combination was 

anticipated to have the potential for monitoring H2S in the subsurface. 

Commercially available 3-nitro-1,8-naphthalic anhydride (Figure 5.11A) was chosen as 

the starting material. It could be converted to a naphthalimide by the addition of 6-aminocaproic 

acid. The extended aliphatic moiety in 2 was designed to covalently bond to the PVA chains of 

the PVA-CB via ester bond linkages. The naphthalimide bearing a 3-nitro electron-withdrawing 

group (EWG) was non-fluorescent because of the EWGs from the imide and the 3-nitro resulting 

in a “pull-pull” configuration, making the intramolecular charge transfer (ICT) process 

forbidden183. Upon conversion of the nitro group to a nitroamine by catalytic reduction, an 

electron-donating group (EDG), the ICT process would be restored, leading to a large fluorescent 

enhancement through the push-pull configuration182. The nitro group was converted to a 

hydroxylamine 3, a relatively stable intermediate that is easily reduced by H2S. Scheme 1A 

shows the synthesis of the probe molecule 3 and how the PVA-CB was functionalized with the 

fluorescent probe (FP) to produce the nanoreporter FP-PVA-CB (Figure 5.11B). 

The nanoreporter FP-PVA(50k)-CB and a series of given concentrations of Na2S(aq) 

(commonly used as H2S precursor at these concentrations) were separately dissolved in seawater 

before the solutions were simultaneously injected into a sandstone-packed column by an 

automatic injection system (Figure 5.12). The pump rate was controlled at 0.6 mL/h for each 

syringe pump, for the reduction reaction to occur in the column. The recovered solution was 

subsequently monitored by fluorescence spectroscopy, and the change in the fluorescence after 

each breakthrough study was recorded in Figure 5.13. 

Figure 5.13 illustrates that the fluorescence change when 50 μM of the FP-PVA(50k)-CB 

was reacted with a series of concentrations of H2S(aq) from 0 to 170 μM in the sandstone-packed 
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column. Na2S is commonly used as a replacement for the H2S since both form HS- in solution. 

Indeed, fluorescence enhancement was observed when treating the nanoreporter with the H2S(aq). 

The change in fluorescence intensity was found to be in direct proportion to the introduced 

concentration of the H2S(aq), reaching an 11-fold enhancement at ~70 μM of the H2S 

concentration, which is close to the higher-end H2S concentration in sour oilfields. While the 

higher concentration of the H2S (170 μM) was added to react with the nanoreporter, the 

enhancement of the fluorescence intensity plateaued. This suggests that the probe molecules on 

the nanoreporters were fully reduced by the H2S. 
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Figure 6.11 (A) Synthetic route to the H2S-responsive fluorescent probe molecule 3. (B) The 

fluorescent probes were condensed with PVA-CB to produce a nanoreporter (FP-PVA-CB) that 

was purified by dialysis. The picture only shows the FP at the end of the polymer chains; 

however, they are functionalized throughout  
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Figure 6.12 Configuration of the apparatus for the laboratory detection and quantitative analysis 

of hydrogen sulfide content in simulated downhole rocks. The nanoreporter FP-PVA(50k)-CB 

and the Na2S (H2S precursor at these concentrations) were diluted into seawater before 

simultaneous injection into a sandstone-packed column at a pump rate = 0.6 mL/h. The 

concentration of the nanoreporter was measured by the UV-vis absorbance at 412 nm (ε = 33,832 

M-1 cm-1). 50 μM of the FP-PVA(50k)-CB and various concentrations of Na2S(aq) (from 0 to 170 

μM) were recovered and the amount of H2S monitored through fluorescence spectroscopy. 
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Figure 6.13 A: Fluorescence spectra of the 50 μM FP-PVA(50k)-CB nanoreporter after pumping 

through the sandstone-packed columns containing different concentrations of H2S(aq). The 

fluorescence experiment was conducted at 25 °C with an excitation λex = 420 nm. The Fig. 7B 

shows the correlation of the H2S concentration vs. the fluorescence intensity taken at λem = 550 

nm. 
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Figure 6.14 The change of the functional groups on the nanoreporter during the H2S detection 

process 

A new column that was packed with Kuwait oilfield dolomite and Berea sandstone was used to 

replace the original sandstone-packed column in order to better simulate the oilfield environment. As 

Figure 5.15 (left) shows, the FP-PVA(50k)-CB not only had > 95% breakthrough efficiency in 6 PVs, but 

also exhibited good response to the H2S (Figure 5.15 (right)). The fluorescent enhancement was 

comparable to that from the nanoreporter in the sandstone-backed column containing the same H2S 

concentration (Figure 13B), suggesting that the PVA-coated nanoreporter is not trapped by crude oil. 

Additionally, the change in fluorescence enhancement depends upon the concentration of H2S in the 

column and not the type of rock formation. 

In conclusion, PVA-CB NPs were synthesized and they exhibited efficient mobility as well as thermal 

stability under simulated downhole environments. The PVA-CB NP was subsequently functionalized 

with a H2S-sensitive probe molecule to show H2S detection in a simulated subsurface system. By taking 

advantage of the reducing efficiency of H2S, the ICT of π-conjugate push-pull properties of the probe 

molecule resulted in fluorescence enhancement. The FP-PVA-CB nanoreporter gave quantitative 

information of the H2S content based upon fluorescence enhancement. 
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Figure 6.15 Breakthrough study for the FP-PVA(50k)-CB nanoreporter. The column was packed 

with dolomite from a Kuwaiti oil field and Berea sandstone in order to simulate the oilfield 

environment. Prior to the breakthrough study, all the rock samples were ground and sieved to 

obtain 89~251 μm rock grains. The rock grains were further washed by 1% acetic acid (Fisher 

Scientific, USA) five times and with deionized water to remove fine particles and impurities. The 

dolomite had crude oil trapped on the surface; the total organic carbon content of the dolomite 

was 4.97%, analyzed by Galbraith Laboratories Inc. The crude oil-containing dolomite is termed 

“oil-dolomite” in the text. The FP-PVA(50k)-CB and 65 μM Na2S in the synthetic seawater were 

simultaneous injected into the oil-dolomite column. Figure 5.15 (left) shows the relative 

breakthrough performance when the nanoreporter was pumped through the column. The FP-

PVA(50k)-CB not only had > 95% breakthrough efficiency in 6 PV, but also exhibited an 

obvious change in fluorescent enhancement before and after reacting with the H2S (Figure S5 

(right)). The fluorescent enhancement was comparable to the nanoreporter in the sandstone-

backed column containing the same H2S concentration (Figure. 12B), which suggesting that 

PVA-coated nanoreporter was not trapped by crude oil. Additionally, the change in fluorescence 

enhancement depends upon the concentration of H2S in the column and not the type of rock 

formation. 
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7 FUTURE WORKS 

In Chapter 3, the results have demonstrated THA/sPVA-fCB nanoparticles can 

successfully transport through calcite columns with little retention and release THA tag when 

encountering oil. The preliminary results prove that the idea of using nanoparticles to detect oil 

content may be achieved, but further experiments should be done to understand the mechanisms. 

The nanoparticles effluent histories and retention concentration in more complicated conditions 

are still unknown. Further experiments should be carried out to evaluate the effects of 

environmental conditions, including temperature, solution chemistry and flow rates. To 

understand intrinsic characteristics of nanoparticles responsible for different breakthrough 

profiles, transport studies should be conducted by using different rock grains or various surface 

coating nanoparticles. It is necessary to evaluate the interactions between nanoparticle and solid 

surface, which may explain the probable retention mechanisms during nanoparticle transport. 

Some transports models will be applied for simulation of nanoparticles transport through 

sandpack columns and help to predict the behavior in more realistic conditions.  

The experimental conditions should switch from simple lab conditions to more realistic 

conditions, which is relatively complicated. The effect of residual oil on nanoparticles transport 

is still unknown. Experiments with low flow velocity, about 1 ft.day, should be done to 

understand transport behavior at typical flow velocity in the field.  Core flooding experiments 

will be done to under the effect of permeability.  

Modified transport model based on the irreversible adsorption will be studied for 

evaluation of the correlation between returned tag molecules and oil content. Modified model 

will be used to fit the experiments data and give the partition coefficients of tag molecules by 
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curve-fitting. These parameters can be used to predict the transport behavior of tag molecules in 

field conditions. Other application, such as H2S detection, will also been studied. 
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